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Commuting to Work by Transportation Mode
HISTORY OF TRANSIT IN WEST VIRGINIA
The year was 1865, and the War Between the States was coming to a close.  The North would claim victory this year in the 
surrender of General Lee’s forces at Appomattox, after devastating assaults from a Northern foe that was claiming not 
only military dominance, but also economic and technological supremacy.  The late 1800s would experience a change in 
technology in the United States the likes of which the world had not seen since the invention of the printing press.  In West 
Virginia, granted statehood in 1863, the changes would be as transformative as they were to the rest of the world.  And in 
1865 public transit began with the Wheeling system of horse-drawn trolley cars.  
The Wheeling system was the beginning of an interurban public transit movement.  Up until this time period, people 
traveled on foot or by personal carriage or wagons.  Sometimes they travelled with their families or friends, but trips 
between urban centers took a great deal of time, roads were nothing but trails of dirt, and many did not have access to 
basic personal transportation other than walking.  In West Virginia, the geography made things even more di!cult.  With 
the Appalachia Mountains creating a natural barrier to the major cities in the East, and the varying landscape being 
di!cult to traverse, most West Virginians were con"ned to their communities.  In 1887 however electric cars revolutionized 
mass transit, beginning the “interurban” movement, which Parkersburg, Wheeling, and Huntington took a major part in 
by setting up their own systems that ran intrastate and interstate lines.
The early 1900s saw the upsurge in transit, rail in particular.  It was the age of the “robber barons,” incredibly successful 
and rich business tycoons.  Many were involved directly in the railroads, and the major ambition of the time was to link the 
East Coast markets with those in the West.  West Virginia again being one of the major barriers in westward expansion 
was again a central player in transit.  West Penn Railways (1904), Lewisburg and Ronceverte Railway (1906), and the 
Wellsburg, Bethany, & Washington (1908) Railroad were all built during this time of massive industrialization and 
economic expansion.  Add to this expansion the booming coal industry, which was tripling production almost every 
decade, and West Virginia became the focus of many transit related developments.  Huntington began streetcar operation 
in 1900.  Fairmont and Clarksburg Traction started in 1901.  The Parkersburg and Marietta Interurban was built in 1903.  
Charleston, Princeton, and Blue"eld would all have transit lines built during this time.  With the successful American 
involvement in World War I and the subsequent roaring twenties, these lines continued to #ourish. 
Transit, like many other industries, began to su$er in the 1930s.  In West Virginia, Lewisburg and Ronceverte Railway 
ceased in 1930 as well as Tyler Traction.  The downward spiral for transit continued until World War II.  The war, with its 
gasoline rationing and focus of production on military instead of consumer goods, provided a boost to mass transit as 
people now began sacri"cing personal comforts for their country.  
After World War II, transit began seeing a true decline.  With rates set by government agencies, in#exibility in business 
models, and an increased attitude of personal freedom and individualism, ground-based mass transit could not compete 
with faster airplanes or more personal transportation such as automobiles.  In West Virginia, this combined with a fall in 
living standards and an increase in poverty that made transit economically and "nancially impractical.  Cooperative 
Transit Company (formerly Wheeling Traction) ceased, Fairmont lines stopped, the last street car ran between Parkersburg 
and Marietta, and City Lines ceased.  With other transit lines having stopped operation in the 1930s, transit was 
devastated during this period. 
Guy Span and Cli$ Slater have credited the fall of the streetcar to the Great American Streetcar Scandal taking place 
between 1936 and 1950, in which several companies, GM chief among them, bought electric streetcar systems and 
converted them to bus systems.  Naturally, buses rely more on automobile companies for running, and the government 
convicted several of the companies for “conspiracy to monopolize interstate commerce.”   The destruction of streetcars 
may have been a move to force Americans to use automobiles, though no de"nitive evidence of this conclusion has been 
found (Slater, 1997; Span, 2003).
The situation required action.  Buses began to replace streetcars, taking advantage of the creation of the "rst diesel bus in 
1941 and the development of the Interstate Highway System in 1965.  In West Virginia, many of President Kennedy’s and 
Johnson’s War on Poverty policies began using transportation as a way to revitalize the state.  These e$orts began to work.  
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Federal legislation provided monies and autonomy in their business.  The Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 and the 
Highway Act of 1973 all assisted in reviving US transit, and combined with income boosting e$orts did the same in West 
Virginia. Another catalyst was the takeover of failed or failing private bus companies by West Virginia municipal and 
county governments.  These two developments led to the establishment of most of the public transit agencies from 
1971-1977.   
In 1974 rural West Virginia elderly, low income, and disabled people were consistently indicating the need for 
transportation.  There was either no way to get to goods and services, or what was available was una$ordable.  In 
response to the problem the O!ce of Economic Opportunity, the Federal Highway Administration, and the West Virginia 
Department of Welfare under the guidance of Senator Jennings Randolph and Governor Arch Moore came up with a two 
part plan.  They devised a ticket program, very similar to the Food Stamp Program, and a bus transportation system to 
make the citizens of rural areas in West Virginia more mobile.  The entire program was given the name TRIP that stood for 
“Transportation Remuneration Incentive Program”.  The tickets were available through the West Virginia Welfare 
Department in books valued at $8.  Quali"ed individuals could purchase a book of tickets for $1 and those needing more 
could purchase as many as three books monthly.  The tickets could be used on local bus systems, taxis, and Greyhound. 
When the Surface Transportation Act was passed in 1978, the Section 18 program, now the Section 5311 program, was 
created to assist rural general public transportation systems.  This program, along with state assistance, provided the 
much needed funding to continue the transit demonstration programs on a permanent basis.  Systems started under the 
TRIP demonstration program that remain in existence today are the Potomac Valley Transit Authority, the Mountain 
Transit Authority, the Buckwheat Express (Preston County) and the Eastern Panhandle Transit Authority which is now an 
urban transit system.
More recent actions have seen the recovery and success of mass transit. The major turning point for mass transit, 
particularly rail, was the Staggers Act of 1980.  The Staggers Act, named after West Virginia Congressman Harley Staggers, 
deregulated much of the rail industry, and indirectly released the transit industry to work as economic situations allowed.   
In 1991 the West Virginia Division of Public Transit was created to help citizens “reduce tra!c congestion, help the 
environment, and save money.”  The 1980-1990s brought "ve more transit operators on board, and an additional two 
operators were added in 2006.
In the new millennium, several transit agencies have evolved to provide more services in line with the public need.  Dial a 
Ride (non emergency medical transportation) was "rst established at Potomac Valley Transit while Mountain Lines was 
the "rst agency to install bike racks on busses in 1996. Mountain Lines then entered into an agreement with West Virginia 
University to provide free transit for faculty, sta$ and students. In 2009,  KRT and TTA established a route to connect 
Huntington to Charleston and return on a daily route to serve government workers.  However, in this same time frame 
Greyhound eliminated some of intercity bus service in West Virginia, stranding citizens with no personal transportation, 
limiting their access to many important areas of West Virginia.  
West Virginia has witnessed and been a part of much of transit’s history of highs and low, re#ective of the history of the 
nation and the state, and continues to be an active player in the development of public transit.
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SCOPE OF WORK
In 1999 RTI completed its !rst study as a newly established University Transportation Center entitled Finding a Ride: 
Identifying Transportation Related Barriers to Health Care in a Rural West Virginia County.   Since that publication RTI 
has championed the mission of public transit and has pushed for expansion and improvement of transit services as 
an economic development engine.  
The “Future of Transit in West Virginia” is a study of the current system of public transportation in West Virginia and 
an examination of issues, priorities and projections of the public transportation network in the coming years.  The 
purpose of the study was to examine the existing public transportation systems in WEST VIRGINIA and compile a 
document that would discuss transit’s relationship with economic development e"orts, potential corridors of transit 
to improve mobility and access to employers, inter-county commuting patterns, opportunities and barriers to 
coordination, funding, and transit workforce needs of the future.
The study was supported by funds from the West Virginia Department of Transportation, Division of Public Transit 
and from The Transit Training Partnership, an initiative funded by the West Virginia Legislature through the 
Community and Technical College System of West Virginia. RTI sta" contributing to the study included:
 
 · Diana Long, Principal Investigator
  · Pete Dailey
 · Sinaya Dayan
 · Justin Matthews
 · Eric Pennington
A Steering Committee was established to guide the study and the membership included:
 · Ben Blandford, University of Kentucky
 · Beth Carenbauer, Work Force West Virginia
 · Paul Davis, Tri-State Transit Authority
 · Sinaya Dayan, Rahall Transportation Institute
 · Brenda Harper, West Virginia Chamber of Commerce
 · Dan Hartwell, West Virginia Department of Health and Human Resources
 · Scott Herick, Appalachian Regional Commission
 · Debra Jenkins, West Virginia Rural Health Association 
 · Mark Julian, West Virginia Development O#ce
 · Beverly Kitchen, Charleston Area Medical Center
 · Barry Kelly, West Virginia Department of Education, Adult Education
 · Monica Miller, Local Capacity Development, West Virginia Development O#ce (WVDO)
 · Susan O’Connell, West Virginia Department of Transportation
 · Ben Shew, West Virginia Department of Education, Transportation
 · Paula Smith, Tri-River Transit
 · Kent Sowards, MU Center for Business and Economic Research
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The scope of work for the study included a review of the literature, a compilation of a timeline on the history of 
transit in West Virginia, site visits and interviews with transit professionals, an examination of Federal Transit 
Administration (FTA) and Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) transit funding, and surveys of 
students, employers, health care providers and employers.  
The literature review focused on the following research questions:
 1. Does public transit service have an impact on economic development?
 2. Does public transit service have an impact on welfare recipients?
 3. To what extent has private industry entered into partnerships with public transit as a means of recruiting 
                   and retaining their workforce?  Do these partnerships exist in rural areas?
 4. Does public transportation have an impact on a person’s access to healthcare in rural areas?
 5. What role does public transportation have in transporting students to and from post-secondary 
                   education institutions?
 6. How will technology impact rural public transportation in the future?
  
Speci c West Virginia data was collected during the study to determine:
 1. To what extent does public transit service in West Virginia provide access to jobs, education, 
                   and healthcare?
 2. How is public transit funded in West Virginia and what are the future possibilities and obstacles
                    for funding?
 3. What are the issues involving the adoption of technology that could improve public transit service in 
                    West Virginia?
 4. Are there emerging transit corridors that could be developed to support economic development in 
                                      speci c regions?
 5. To what extent are private employers investing in or willing to invest in public transit to help in recruiting 
                    and retaining of workers?
 6. To what extent are changing demographics impacting access to public transit?
 7. How do post-secondary students perceive public transit and their access to education?
 8. How do employers perceive the role of transit?
 9. How do health care centers perceive the role of public transit in providing access for clients 
                    and employees?
 10. What are the perceptions of transit professionals in West Virginia in regard to the present and future of 
                      transit in West Virginia in regard to workforce, operations, stakeholders and technology?
Appendix A attached to this report displays the maps referred to in this report.  Please refer to these maps for 
valuable visual information as well as analysis of the information displayed in this report.
The rst horse drawn streetcar 
was used in New York, NY.
1832 1865
Citizen's Railway Company 
opens horsecar line in 
Wheeling, WV three years 
after being chartered.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF TRANSIT
The literature was clear on the positive impacts transit can have in a community.  From an economic development 
perspective access to business, customers, jobs, and education is a key component in an area’s viability.  Even 
though public transit is commonly viewed as a social service, studies have supported the positive economic impact 
of transit. Faulk and Hicks (2010) found that relative to counties without bus transit, counties with bus systems have 
signi!cantly lower unemployment rates, lower growth in family assistance, lower growth in food stamp payments, 
and higher populations and employment growth. Businesses also bene!t from the existence of transit.  White (2006) 
reported the importance of access to public transit on the success of community development.  The study found 
that commercial interests have greater con!dence in the future of a community if it is served by regional local bus 
stops.  Transit provides local businesses with a wider possible range of customers and makes it easier for their own 
employees to get to work.  Hill and Brennan (2005) stated that when a !rm considers a business location it compares 
the revenue opportunities available at di"erent sites against the access to di"erent pools of labor that each site 
o"ers and di"erentiates between business operating costs associated with each site. 
 
Litman (2012) showed that transit can support economic development in several ways including increased 
employment and business activity resulting from expenditures on transit services. Several positive support 
mechanisms are increases in consumer expenditures when consumer expenditures are shifted from vehicles and 
fuel to more locally-produced goods, productivity gains with improved access to education and jobs, reduced costs 
to businesses, improved land use e#ciencies, increased accessibility and clustering, support for strategic economic 
development objectives, and increases in property values. Deka (2002) suggested using commuting time 
calculations to develop strategies on attracting jobs to inner cities, planning for worker dispersal to growth areas, 
and considering improvements in transportation connections, which will encourage job placement and growth.
Capital investment in public transportation is a signi!cant source of local jobs in the United States.  According to a 
2009 Weisbrod study for every billion dollars spent on transportation capital in a year, 24,000 jobs were supported. 
Investment in public transport expands service, improves mobility and can signi!cantly a"ect the economy. Capital 
investment in public transportation involves purchases of equipment and facilities as well as other required 
infrastructure. Investment also boosts operations-support-associated jobs such as drivers and allows for purchases 
of supplies needed for continuing the operations such as fuel and maintenance parts. These components of direct 
spending can directly support short-term construction jobs and long-term operations jobs creating large indirect 
impacts on industry activity and employment (Weisbrod, 2009).  
Transit is further linked to communities by a"ecting costs of living.  The H+T A"ordability Index o"ers a 
comprehensive way of examining the cost of housing and housing a"ordability. Provided by the Center for 
Neighborhood Technology, the index is the only tool that examines transportation costs at a neighborhood level 
and provides data analysis for 89 percent of the US population. Transportation costs include all costs that make up a 
daily routine including commuting, errands, and other travel. Car owners incur car payments, insurance, 
maintenance and gas costs while transit riders costs consist of the price of transit (Center for Neighborhood 
Technology, 2012). 
The !rst motorcycle                
was invented.
1868
The !rst cable car                     
was invented.
1871
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The index shows that transportation costs vary between and within regions depending on neighborhood 
characteristics. There are many factors that need to be considered in determining where to live and access to 
essential services is of high importance (Center for Housing Policy, 2012). Individuals living in location-e#cient 
neighborhoods (access to jobs, services, transit, etc.) tend to have lower transportation costs.  Ine#cient locations 
(requiring the use of automobiles) are more likely to have high transportation costs. Based on the traditional 
measures of a"ordability, 3 out of 4 US neighborhoods are considered a"ordable. However factoring transportation 
costs (typically a household’s second largest expenditure) into the analysis, very few neighborhoods are considered 
a"ordable (Center for Neighborhood Technology, 2012). Between the years of 2000 and 2010, transportation costs 
increased 33 percent, with household income increasing only 25 percent (Center for Housing Policy, 2012).
Partridge, Ali, and Olfert (2010) found that de-concentration of urban economic activity to rural areas and 
rural-to-urban commuting are two ways in which rural areas may participate in growth.  Rural-urban 
interdependence through commuting may also be conceptualized as a complex network of interdependency, rather 
than just a unidirectional in$uence.   A regional transit policy approach to economic development would better 
serve both rural and urban communities.  Local population growth is no longer as dependent on local job growth, 
but instead is dependent on job growth in urban places within commuting distance, leading to geographically large 
regional labor markets.  For rural areas near urban centers, this type of population growth may be their best 
development strategy.  Making rural communities attractive places to live depends on ready access to the highest 
order of goods and services (medical, transportation, and entertainment). 
Transit Cooperative Research Project 64 described the importance of transit on welfare reform.  The report showed 
that almost 75 percent of welfare recipients live in city centers or in rural areas, while job growth strategies focus on 
suburbs.  Jobs in the retail and service industries typically require entry-level employees to work at night and on 
weekends.  Most welfare recipients do not own cars. While urban residents generally have convenient access to 
transit services, those systems were never intended to get city residents to the suburbs – especially at night or on 
weekends.  More than one-half of rural residents live in areas with minimal transit service or none at all.  Women 
with young children – especially single mothers – are especially likely to incorporate multiple stops into their work 
trips.  Welfare recipients may have di#culty using a bus schedule.    Each of these obstacles makes it more di#cult to 
cease using welfare, defeating the purpose of welfare policy. 
Stomes and Brown (2002) recognize that rural passenger transportation has become increasingly important since 
welfare reform was enacted in 1996. Limitations of existing transit in terms of scheduling and routing still impede 
the ability of welfare recipients to obtain employment, make necessary childcare arrangements, and keep a job.  Lee 
and Vinokur (2007) reported welfare recipients were unable to accept or keep employment because of 
transportation problems.  Ong and Blumenberg (1998) used census data to map job-rich and job-poor communities 
and the average distance traveled to those communities by welfare recipients. The study revealed that improved 
access to jobs directly lowers commute distance thus reducing out-of-pocket expenses and opportunity cost 
associated with traveling to work.   Blumenberg and Shiki (2003) supported the role transit plays in welfare reform as 
well.  Rural welfare recipients face unique challenges, few jobs, lower wages and no public transportation.   Transit 
investment must be targeted to insure travel times are reasonable, insure ridership is high enough to warrant the 
!nancial investment, and enable welfare recipients to access transportation in an expedient and convenient way.
1887
Wheeling, WV becomes            
the third city in the US to have 
a successful electric 
streetcar system.
San Francisco, CA cable cars    
begin service.
1873
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Blumenberg and Schweitzer (2006) found evidence that the devolution of federal transportation authority has 
helped to create new and innovative transportation services targeted to low-wage workers.  The FTA Job Access and 
Reverse Commute (JARC) program has resulted in projects that include subsidies for bus, train, carpool, van routes, 
subsidized bus purchases or leases, or anything else that facilitates transportation to suburban employment 
opportunities. While relatively few JARC programs have been funded in rural, mountain counties, the programs that 
are active improve existing !xed-route service either through service hour extension or by providing new service.  
None of the rural programs in the study included either demand-responsive service, or van pool or shuttle 
programs.  If federal funds are not available many of the programs speci!cally for the poor dissolve. Sanchez (2008) 
found that transportation mobility is recognized as a signi!cant barrier to employment.  Fixed route bus service is 
still the primary mode of public transportation, but other service options that focus on increased $exibility and 
competition may further improve quality and lower the cost to the consumer (e.g. jitneys, shuttles, demand 
responsive service, taxis, and private sector options). Sanchez highlighted one demonstration project in Louisville, 
KY that provided an express bus to an industrial park, reducing the commute time from 2 hours to 45 minutes. 
Stomes and Brown (2002) noted that rural transit may meet the mobility needs of the local traveler, yet service often 
stops at the county line, thus creating a disconnect. Intercity bus transit is often poorly linked with other types of 
local transit systems while rural passenger transportation has become increasingly important.  Limitations of 
existing transit in terms of scheduling and routing still impede the ability of welfare recipients to obtain 
employment, make necessary childcare arrangements, and schedule health appointments.  Martin and Taylor (1998) 
asserted that inbound and outbound services mostly connect residential suburbs to downtown, but they have not 
served inner city workers or rural workers seeking suburban employment.  Hess (2005) found that if a person is 
transit dependent, long distance commutes may limit their chances to !nd and sustain employment. 
EMPLOYER BASED TRANSIT INITIATIVES
In some cases employers develop their own transportation programs or o"er a form of transportation subsidy. These 
programs are developed and implemented with four distinct goals in mind: to improve commute alternatives, 
improve facilities, provide !nancial incentives and o"er on-site support services.  Improved alternatives include 
carpooling, vanpooling, subscription busses/bus pooling, transit, park-and-ride shuttles, guaranteed rides home and 
bicycling/walking.  Facility improvements include but are not limited to bus shelters, carpool drop o" zones, bicycle 
facilities, and shower/changing facilities. Financial incentives are typically o"ered through transit pass subsidies, 
vanpool provisions, commute alternative subsidies, and transportation allowances. Distributing information about 
ridesharing and transit is key to increasing use and garnering support. On-site support can include on-site sales of 
transit passes, on-site transportation coordinators and management support, and rideshare events (EPA, n.d.).
The Community Transportation Association (2012) created the Joblinks “Transportation Toolkit for the Business 
Community” to give business the information they need to assist their employees in achieving a timely, cost e#cient 
commute that promotes their productivity and employee job satisfaction rates.  Their compilation of best practices 
highlights many employer-transit partnerships in urban areas including subsidized bus passes, bicycles, fares, 
walking shoes, subsidized express bus service, IRS quali!ed Transportation Fringe Bene!t Programs, designated 
employee as the Employee Transportation Coordinator, guaranteed ride home programs, and internet based ride 
sharing systems.  
Parkersburg, WV replaces horse  
cars with electric streetcars, 
changing the name to 
Parkersburg Light, 
Power and Rail.
1898
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Table 1:  Employer Sponsored Transportation Programs (CTAA, 2012)
Employer Project Name Funding Bene!ts
Apple Computer Commuter Choice 
Program
Apple Computer At campus headquarters pays $100 per 
month of transit costs. Maintains 
database of ride share interested 
employees. O"ers free shuttle on high 
tech-buses. 
Bayer Corporation
Subsidizes three vanpools and provides 
Commuter Checks to employees using 
mass transit. Major sponsor of West 
Berkeley BART shuttle program which 
provides free transportation to and from 
BART stations
Berkeley, CA 
Commuter Program
Bayer Corporation
All employees in the capital area 
receive subsidized parking or 
participate in SmartBene!ts or 
Metrochek (SmartTrip card for use on 
subway and commuter buses).
CALIBRECALIBRE’s 
Transportation 
Bene!t Program
CALIBRE
The Calvert Group The Calvert Group’s Transportation 
Bene!t Program
The Calvert Group Reimburses commuters using any form 
of public transportation to work at 100 
percent of cost. 
O"ers vanpool program and shuttle 
bus service between its San Ramon 
facility and BART stations. Currently 
exploring tax bene!ts for employees 
using ridesharing. 
ChevronChevron’s Commuter 
Bene!ts Program
Chevron
Duke Energy
Duke Energy’s 
Transit Subsidy 
Program
Partnered with the Charlotte Area 
Transit System. Provides bus passes to 
employees on a monthly basis and 
added light rail passes. 
Merck & Co.; 
Meadowlink 
Commuter Services 
(New Jersey), 
Medical Area Services
 Company Commuter 
Works (Boston)
Merck’s Commuter 
Choice Program
Merck &Co., Inc. Seattle employees receive free bus 
passes. All employees are eligible to 
receive an Area Flex Pas, which o"ers 
users unlimited bus rides. 
Free rides on Santa Clara County’s local 
transit agency and commuter tax 
bene!ts. Employees also receive a 25 
percent discount on other transit and 
vanpool costs. 
YahooYahoo Yahoo’s Commute
Alternative Program
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
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Very few articles and rural based programs employer subsidized programs exist. The Community Transportation 
Association reported that Brazo, Texas’ transit district partnered with Tyson’s Food to run an express bus to its poultry 
processing plant and also with a chemical industry training facility to transport workers to and from the plants and 
the training facility.   Smith!eld Foods in Tar Heel, North Carolina, which operates a pork processing plant in this rural 
community , turned to the community for suggestions on transportation. In response, various convenience stores 
and churches in the community agreed to allow workers to meet in their parking lots for van pickups.  The vans 
travel from North and South Carolina to the processing plant. 
Nations Cities Weekly (1996) reported that Talihina Transit agency and the Oklahoma Department of Human 
Services developed a shuttle service to link over 100 residents with employment at a poultry plant in Fort Smith 
Arkansas, 60 miles away.   Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) has more than 300 companies and 
properties enrolled in their Partnership Program.  Employees of participating companies are given unlimited bus 
passes on a monthly basis and many of those employers contribute the pass as a “commuting pay raise” to increase 
morale, employee production, and attendance.  Kim (2012) in her report for the Minnesota Public Radio reported on 
private transit companies providing service from San Francisco into the Silicon Valley.  The tech world is driven by 
young, educated largely urban workers, but companies like Facebook, Google and Apple are located in the suburbs 
of Silicon Valley, which is about an hour south of San Francisco.  To compete for that talent pool, big tech companies 
have to provide transportation. The report noted there were buses from Apple, eBay, Electronic Arts, Facebook, 
Google, and Yahoo.  The buses ran through almost every neighborhood in San Francisco and were estimated to 
transport 14,000 people every day.
EDUCATION  
Students are a prime example of transit users.    According to a 2007 American Public Transit Association (APTA) 
report, students were the second highest users of transit systems, behind only those using transit to get to work.  
Transit is inexorably linked to education.  Many young children take a bus to school every day, and college and 
university students take transit to get to class.  College campuses are usually large, and many enroll non-traditional 
students who must commute long distances in order to get to class.  In 2011, 82,518 students were enrolled in 
public colleges in West Virginia. Some must go to class, then go directly to a place of employment, adding more 
costs to their daily business.  Even traditional students may live on o"-campus housing, which could be anywhere in 
the vicinity of the school campus, from several feet to several miles.  It is important for transit to operate in this case.  
The Victoria Transport Policy Institute (Litman, 2013) found that worker and student productivity both increase 
when transit increases.  Transit has also been shown to decrease tra#c and parking problems, major concerns for 
university and college students, and makes education more a"ordable by removing traveling costs.  Factoring in 
help from home, which is not guaranteed for many students, and getting a job, the average student income is 
$1,200 a month (Nationwide, n.d.).  Transportation costs can demolish these budget constraints, creating stressful 
situations, which impede learning and productivity.
 
1900s
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MARTA's University Pass Program (UPASS) and School Discount Program in Atlanta partners with colleges, 
universities and technical/vocational schools and K-12 schools to sell discounted MARTA Breeze Passes to its 
students and faculty/sta" (MARTA, 2013). In West Virginia, only West Virginia University has its own dedicated transit 
system, the Public Rapid Transit, and a contract with the local Mountain Line bus line.  With around thirty institutes 
of higher learning in the state, many with multiple locations, it is essential to consider the bene!ts of transit to 
current students, attracting future students, and insuring !nancial stability for both students and the institutions.  
There is very little literature that discusses education access and public transit.
HEALTH CARE
Transport access is essential to health care results.  The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the United 
States’ primary public health organization, recommended a strong public transit system to improve health and 
wellness of citizens (2012). Multiple reports have found that transportation access improves healthcare outcomes, 
and others have found that lack of transport access decreases health outcomes.  
Transportation can account for large percentages of family budgets, making medical expenses, good food, and 
recreational needs di#cult to meet.  Redlener et. al. (2006) found that 4 percent of US children do not have health 
care visits because of di#culties in transportation.  Operational and e#cient transit systems are necessary to ensure 
optimal health outcomes. 
Access to health care is a primary issue in West Virginia and the literature documents the role public transit has in 
improving access to health care services.  Transit services that provide basic mobility such as access to medical 
services, essential shopping, education or employment opportunities can be considered to provide greater bene!ts 
(Litman, 2012).  Wang and Luo (2005) looked at households without transportation and found that people 
dependent solely on public transit may have less mobility and their accessibility to physicians is diminished to a 
great degree.  
Access to transportation to traverse the large distances between residences and health services in rural settings is a 
necessity.  Arcury tested the relationship of di"erent transportation measures to health care utilization while 
adjusting for the e"ects of personal characteristics, health characteristics and distance.  Those who had a driver’s 
license had 2.29 times more health care visits for chronic care and 1.9 times more visits for regular checkup care than 
those who did not.  The small number who used public transportation had 4 more chronic care visits per year than 
those who did not.  (Arcury et.al, 2005) 
In 1999 the Appalachian Transportation Institute (Former name of RTI) published a study entitled Finding a Ride: 
Identifying Transportation-Related Barriers to Health Care in a Rural West Virginia County.  The study reported that 
the lack of transportation led to missed health care appointments, some as many as 3 appointments over a three 
year period.  Seventy-four percent reported that they were unable to get to a pharmacy.  
 
1900 
Henry Schmulbach acquires 
Farimont Electric Light and 
Power. He builds Fairmont, 
WV’s !rst electric 
streetcar line. 
Huntington begins with 
Camden Interstate 
Railway
1900
Camden Interstate Railway 
forms when Senator Johnson 
Camden buys and merges 
three railway 
companies.  
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TECHNOLOGY
The US DOT publication Technology in Rural Transit: Linking People with Their Community (2002), identi!ed transit 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) technologies most relevant to rural systems:
These information and communication technologies (ICT) are focused mostly on the system side.  Lorion, Harvey, 
and Chow (2010) noted that the future of transit technology will be focused on the demand or user side.  
“User-based ICT for transit trip planning and advanced smartcards make it easier than ever to travel by multimodal 
transportation.”  Their paper also summarized recent research in $exible transit that may have applications to rural 
areas. They highlighted a “fully $exible alternative, where the route served is an area, as opposed to the traditional 
linear route or what is known as Mobility Allowance Shuttle Transit (MAST).”  MAST service follows a !xed route but 
may deviate from it within a band to make demand responsive pickups or drops o"s, usually following a no 
backtracking policy.  By approaching suburban and rural transit in these ways, good quality transit service no longer 
has to cater only to high population densities (Mees, 2010).
The prevailing role of ICT and the emergence of “Big Data” analysis have made data more available than ever before, 
but there are insu#cient training mechanisms to fully attain the advantages that all this data has to o"er. Education 
in advanced data-driven transit modeling is not common, and many ICT associated topics are not taught.  Flexible 
transit systems are covered primarily from a systems side without a deep consideration of user demand for such 
services (LaValle et al., 2011).
Ninety !ve percent of people 
travel by train.
1900 1903
Camden Interstate Railway 
opens Camden Park, originally 
as a picnic area.
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Slugging is a term used to describe a unique form of commuting found in the Washington DC area.  A car needing 
additional passengers to meet the 3-person high-occupancy vehicle lanes requirement pulls up to a line and calls 
out a destination.  The “slugs” !rst in line for that destination get in the car and are carried to their destination.  
Though no legal concerns have been raised yet, it is almost assured that there will be at some point  (Sluglines, 
2013).  The development of these new technologies help riders of all economic groups, and will be useful for 
established transit managers as well.
FUTURE
Freemark (2010) stated that since suburban population densities are simply too low to support convenient transit 
networks, he encouraged the construction of denser communities that foster public transit.  In West Virginia, “In 
locations that lack existing transit facilities or lack the demand to support a transit oriented development (TOD) 
regulations and guidelines that support transit ready development should be enforced”(Kimley-Horne, 2009).  Since 
the majority of communities in West Virginia are established and growth is an issue for only a small number of 
counties, the question for the future of transit in West Virginia is “How to best serve the transit dependent, rural 
population, who are few in number but widely dispersed?”  A review of the MPO’s Transportation Improvement 
Program plans indicated that transit plans for the future mirror the plans in other rural areas (Bel-O-Mar, 2012a, 
2012b, Kimley-Horne, 2013, MMMPO, 2012a, 2012b, WWWIPC, 2012).   Funding uncertainties suppress plans, 
blocking any speci!c plans for the next 10-20 years.  The larger transit properties were predicting the 
implementation of new technologies in their plans including GIS and GPS systems, the deployment of a system of 
charging stations within the region and new control systems.  There were no light rail projects listed, and speci!cally 
the Charleston-Huntington rail project was pronounced unfeasible.  Most of the plans called for additional facilities 
and services, speci!cally designed to be more $exible and connective.  
Frequently, the MPO plans call for an increase in rideshare/vanpooling, contract taxi, and most look to administrative 
changes to help operate more e#cient systems.  Those administrative changes included management changes and 
mergers, a shared mobility manager position, cooperative purchasing, and actual merger of agencies under a 
central board of directors.  The Morgantown MPO is establishing a committee to develop a plan to maximize 
eligibility for federal dollars and to review and propose West Virginia legislation to allow for more local control to 
apply for and receive funding. 
Ford Motor Company was 
founded in Detroit, MI.
1903
New York subway opens.
1904
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FEDERAL FUNDING FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
In 2012, the U.S. Congress passed into legislation a new transportation spending authorization bill called Moving 
Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21).  MAP-21 replaced the previous transportation funding and 
authorization bill, the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, E#cient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users 
(SAFETEA-LU), which had authorized and de!ned transportation funding since 2009.  MAP-21 authorized the Federal 
Transit Administration (FTA) at a funding level of $10.6 billion for !scal year 2013 and $10.7 billion for !scal 
year 2014.
MAP-21 entailed signi!cant changes to FTA-funded public transportation projects and services.  These changes are 
designed to emphasize several important goals of the Department of Transportation, as they pertain to the 
provision of public transit.
Safety: MAP-21 authorizes FTA to implement a new comprehensive framework to oversee and ensure the safety of 
public transportation systems.  To this end, FTA funding recipients are required to have a safety plan in place before 
funding is made available.  A safety plan should include methods for identifying and evaluating safety risks, 
strategies to minimize exposure to hazards and unsafe conditions, and performance targets for safety performance 
and state of good repair standards established in a National Public Transportation Safety Plan (FTA, 2012).
State of Good Repair and Asset Management: MAP-21 emphasizes the maintenance and replacement of aging 
transportation infrastructure.  Under Section 5326, FTA is required to establish objective standards for de!ning and 
assessing “state of good repair.”  Recipients are required to develop transit asset management (TAM) plans and to set 
performance goals and report on progress toward achieving these goals within the related Transportation 
Improvement Programs (TIPs).  MAP-21 also requires FTA to provide technical and decision support for agencies in 
identifying and estimating capital investment needs.  Under Section 5337, a new formula funding program is 
established to maintain public transportation infrastructure in a state of good repair.  However this funding program 
is only for !xed guideway systems, such as rail, bus rapid transit, and passenger ferries.
Streamlining Program E#ciency: Under Section 5309, eligibility for capital investment is expanded to include New 
Starts, Small Starts, and Core Capacity Improvement.  For West Virginia, the Small Starts program is most applicable, 
as it includes capital projects seeking less than $75 million in funding and includes corridor-based bus systems, 
which emulate !xed guideway systems.
MAP-21 repealed or consolidated several discretionary funding programs.  The Jobs Access and Reverse Commute 
(JARC) Program (Section 5316) was repealed; however speci!c JARC projects are still available for funding under 
other formula funding programs, such as Section 5307 in urbanized areas and Section 5311 in non-urbanized areas.  
The New Freedom Program (Section 5317) was repealed and consolidated into Section 5310, Formula Grants for the 
Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities.  The Bus and Bus Facilities discretionary funding 
program (Section 5309) was also repealed and replaced by section 5339 Bus and Bus Facilities formula
funding program.
1906
Lewisburg and Ronceverte 
Railway is built, originally 
using steam power, before 
converting to electric 
in 1914.
Auto Club of Seattle 
(predecessor of AAA) begins 
posting directional 
signs.
1906
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At the heart of MAP-21 changes is the emphasis on performance-based planning.  States and Metropolitan Planning 
Organizations (MPOs) are required to establish performance targets related to U.S. DOT performance goals 
described in the legislation.   These include safety, infrastructure condition, congestion reduction, system reliability, 
economic vitality, environmental sustainability, reduced project delivery delays, transit safety, and transit asset 
management (APTA 2012). Transportation Improvement Programs (TIPs) are required to identify speci!c 
performance targets for the transportation systems and identify expected progress toward reaching those targets.
MAP-21 resulted in changes to nearly every FTA funding program.  The nature of these changes, and their 
implications for the funding of public transportation in West Virginia, are discussed as follows for each relevant 
funding program.
5305(d) Metropolitan Planning Program and 5305(e) State Planning and Research Program.  
MAP-21 authorizes $127 million in FY 2013 and $129 million in FY 2014 in federal funding toward metropolitan and 
statewide planning assistance.  State DOTs are the direct recipients of FTA planning funds, and these funds are 
subsequently sub-allocated to Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) for planning activities that promote the 
economic vitality of the area.  MAP-21 requires states and MPOs to implement a performance-based planning 
approach, including the development of speci!c performance targets and transportation system performance 
measures.
Nearly 83  percent of section 5305 funds are designated for the Metropolitan Planning Program, and the remaining 
17.28 percent of funds are for the State Planning and Research Program.  All section 5305 funds are allocated on a 
formula basis that incorporates the most recent decennial Census data available.  In FY 2013, West Virginia was 
apportioned $417,363 for section 5305(d) and $110,936 for section 5305(e) (FTA 2013).
5307 URBANIZED AREA FORMULA PROGRAM 
  Section 5307 is the largest source of FTA funding and provides funding for transit capital, planning, job access and 
reverse commute, and in some cases, operating assistance, for public transportation providers in urbanized areas of 
population 50,000 or more.  MAP-21 de!nes a job access and reverse commute (JARC) project as “a transportation 
project to !nance planning, capital and operating costs that support the development and maintenance of 
transportation services designed to transport welfare recipients and eligible low-income individuals to and from 
jobs and activities related to their employment, including transportation projects that facilitate the provision of 
public transportation services from urbanized areas and rural areas to suburban employment locations.”  MAP-21 
repealed JARC as a separate funding program, and instead combined it into existing funding programs 5307 
(Urbanized Area Formula Program) and 5311 (Formula Grants for Rural Areas Program).
The total amount authorized by MAP-21 for Section 5307 is $4.4 billion for 2013 and $4.5 billion for 2014.  From this 
overall total, there are three takedowns: $30 million is subtracted for a discretionary passenger ferry program, 0.5 
percent is apportioned to eligible states for a State Safety Oversight (SSO) program, and 0.75 percent is set aside for 
general oversight of the program.  Added to the total allotment is Section 5340 funds, which applies to qualifying 
states and Urbanized Areas (UZAs) for the Growing States and High Density States formula.  Four formulas are used 
to apportion Section 5307 funding:
1912
Charleston Interurban Railroad 
builds lines to St. Albans, WV.
1925
The US Numbered Highway 
System is created.
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Urbanized Area Formula – for UZAs population 50,000 to 199,999, the formula is based on population and 
population density.  For UZAs with population greater than 200,000, the formula is based on bus revenue vehicle 
miles, population, population density, and incentive measures.
Small Transit Intensive Cities (STIC) Formula – This program apportions funding to small UZAs (population 50,000 to 
199,999) who provide transit service equal to or above the industry standard of medium sized UZAs (population 
200,000 to 999,999).  In FY 2013, four West Virginia UZAs were added STIC funding as part of their overall 5307 
apportionment: Charleston, Parkersburg, Morgantown, and Wheeling.
Growing States and High Density Formula (5340) – This formula augments transit funding for qualifying states and 
UZAs that are characterized either as growing in population or having a high population density.
Low-Income Population Formula – This program apportions funding based on the ratio of the number of low 
income individuals in each UZA to the total number of low income individuals in all urbanized areas of that size.
2010 Census results yielded nine localities in West Virginia that are classi!ed as being part of Urbanized Areas (UZAs).  
One of these, the Huntington UZA, is of population greater than 200,000, and is therefore the direct recipient of FTA 
funding programs for the entire UZA, including portions of other states.  The designated recipient for FTA funding in 
the Huntington UZA is Tri-State Transit Authority.  The FTA funding totals are listed below (FTA, 2013a).
Table 2:  Huntington FTA Funding Total
Eight other UZAs, at least a part of which are located in West Virginia, are of population 50,000 to 199,999.  FTA 
funding for these UZAs is apportioned to the WVDOT Division of Transit, who then allocates these funds to the West 
Virginia portion of the UZAs.  These totals are listed below.
Urbanized Area (UZA) Population (2010)
Total FTA 5307 and 5340 
apportionments (2013)
Huntington, WV-KY-OH 202,637 $2,185,658
Urbanized Area (UZA)
Hagerstown, MD-WV-PA
Charleston, WV
Wheeling, WV-OH
Weirton-Steubenville, WV-OH-PA
Morgantown, WV
Parkersburg, WV-OH
Beckley, WV
Cumberland, MD-WV-PA
Total UZA Population (2010)
182,696
153,199
81,249
70,889
70,350
67,229
64,022
51,899
WV share of FTA 5307 and 5340 
apportionments (2013)
$790,849
$2,728,006
$884,408
$374,989
$1,543,390
$981,022
$724,359
$28,797
1927
The regular fare rate on electric 
railways in Charleston, WV is 4 
tickets for 25 cents.
Wheeling Traction Company 
employees buy the company 
and rename it the 
Cooperative Transit 
Company. 
1933
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5309 Fixed Guideway Capital Investment Program: New and Small Starts and Core Capacity Improvements
This discretionary competitive program has been amended under MAP-21 and now provides funding assistance for 
the construction or extension of !xed guideway systems, or for capital projects which will expand the core capacity 
of an existing !xed guideway corridor.  Fixed guideway systems include rapid rail, commuter rail, light rail, hybrid 
rail, trolleybus (connected overhead), cable car, passenger ferries, and bus rapid transit.  Under the Small Starts 
program, corridor-based bus rapid transit systems that emulate !xed guideway systems, such as de!ned stations, 
tra#c signal priority, and short headway, are included.  WVU’s PRT system is also included in such programs.  MAP-21 
authorizes $1.9 billion in funding for Section 5309 for each FY 2013 and FY 2014. 
5310 Enhanced Mobility for Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities Program
This formula program provides funding assistance for eligible recipients toward the provision of public 
transportation for seniors and individuals with disabilities.  MAP-21 changes the distribution of these funds, as no 
longer is a single apportionment going to each state for distribution.  MAP-21 distributes these funds speci!cally for 
large urbanized, small urbanized, and rural areas, and expands the eligibility of these funds to be used for operating 
assistance.  Sixty percent of funds are apportioned to Designated Recipients of UZAs population greater than 
200,000; 20 percent are apportioned to states for UZAs of population 50,000 to 199,999; and 20 percent are 
apportioned to states for rural areas.  At least 55 percent of funds must be used for projects planned, designed, and 
carried out to meet the special needs of seniors and individuals with disabilities when public transportation is 
insu#cient, inappropriate, or unavailable.  Such services are most often provided by non-pro!t agencies.  Remaining 
funds may be used to meet ADA requirements, improve access to !xed-route service and decrease the reliance on 
paratransit, or alternatives to public transportation that assist in meeting the needs of seniors and individuals with 
disabilities.  
MAP-21 authorizes $255 million in FY 2013 and $258 million in FY 2014.  As the only large urbanized area in West 
Virginia, Huntington was apportioned $243,516 in section 5310 funds for FY 2013.  The state of West Virginia was 
apportioned $1,138,462 in section 5310 funds for small UZAs, and $962,314 for rural areas (FTA, 2013b).
5311 Formula Grants for Rural Areas Program
This program provides funding assistance for the provision of public transportation services in rural areas 
(population less than 50,000).  Funds may be used for capital, operating, planning, job access and reverse commute, 
and State administration expenses.  Eligible sub-recipients include State and local government authorities, Indian 
Tribes, private non-pro!t organizations, and private operators of public transportation services.  MAP-21 maintains 
the requirement that at least 15 percent of Section 5311 funding be dedicated for the development and support of 
intercity bus services, unless the State can certify that intercity bus services in the State are being adequately met.
MAP-21 authorizes $600 million in FY 2013 and $608 million in FY 2014 for Section 5311 funding, which represents a 
substantial increase in Section 5311 funding over previous authorizations of nearly 30 percent by 2014 (APTA, 2012).  
However, MAP-21 signi!cantly changes the formula by which Section 5311 funds are apportioned.  Three takedowns 
to the total allotment are included: the Rural Transportation Assistance Program (RTAP), the Tribal Transit Program, 
and the Appalachian Development Public Transportation Assistance Program.  Added to the total is 16 percent of 
Section 5340 Growing States and High Density States funding. 
1933
Wayne Works builds a steel 
bodied short bus.
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Beyond these takedowns and additions, the distribution formula for Section 5311 funding has also changed.  83.15 
percent of funds are apportioned on the basis of population in rural areas and rural land area, while an 
apportionment for non-urbanized vehicle revenue miles and an apportionment for population of low-income 
individuals residing in non-urbanized areas is added. In FY 2013, West Virginia was apportioned $7.7 million in 
Sections 5311 and 5340 funding (FTA 2013).
5311(b) Rural Transportation Assistance Program (RTAP).  The Rural Transportation Assistance Program (RTAP) 
remains unchanged under MAP-21.  This program provides funding to states to assist in the design and 
implementation of training and technical assistance projects, research, and other support services for transit 
providers in rural areas.  Section 5311(b) funds serve as a takedown from the total Section 5311 funding program; 
MAP-21 authorized $20 million for 2013 and 2014 toward RTAP.  Funds are distributed by formula, where each state 
!rst receives $65,000, each U.S. territory receives $10,000, and the remaining balance is allocated by formula that 
accounts for the non-urbanized population of each state.  For FY 2013, West Virginia was apportioned $163,667 for 
RTAP funding (FTA, 2013c).
5311(c) Appalachian Development Public Transportation Assistance Program.  MAP-21 created a new funding 
program within Section 5311 that serves as a takedown of the overall 5311 funding program.  The Appalachian 
Development Public Transportation Assistance Program was created to provide additional funding to support public 
transportation in the Appalachian region.  Thirteen states are included as being within the Appalachian region as 
de!ned by the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC), a federal-state partnership that serves to promote the 
economic vitality of the region.  All 55 counties in West Virginia are included as part of this region.  Section 5311(c) 
funding can be used for public transportation projects and services consistent with the overall Section 5311 funding 
program.  
MAP-21 authorizes $20 million in FY 2013 and in FY 2014 for the 5311(c) program.  The formula for distribution of 
these funds to States in the ARC region is borrowed from the Appalachian Regional Commission Code, Section 
9.5(b), which states that:  
“Allocations will be based in general on each state's remaining estimated need to complete eligible sections of the 
Appalachian Development Highway System as determined from the latest available cost estimates for completion of 
the System. Such cost estimates shall be produced at approximate !ve year intervals. Allocations shall contain upper 
and lower limits in amounts or percentages to be determined by the Commission and shall be made in accordance 
with legislative instructions.” (ARC, n.d.) 
In FY 2013, West Virginia was apportioned nearly $1.9 million in section 5311(c) funds (FTA, 2013c).  The distribution 
percentages and funding totals for each State included in the Appalachian Development Public Transportation 
Assistance Program (ADPTA) are listed on the following page.
Charleston Transit Company 
converts all streetcar services 
to bus services.
1939 1941
Gasoline bus transit                      
is introduced in                    
Parkersburg, WV.
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Table 4:  ADPTA Funding and Apportionment
5329 PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SAFETY PROGRAM
MAP-21 establishes a Public Transportation Safety Program to develop a framework for monitoring the safety of 
public transportation systems.  FTA is required to issue a National Public Transportation Safety Plan, which includes 
safety performance measures and goals.  States with rail !xed guideway systems are required to establish a State 
Safety Oversight (SSO) program.  The SSO operates independently from the rail system and is authorized to enforce 
Federal and State safety laws.  Section 5329 funding is derived from the .5 percent takedown of 5307 funding, and is 
apportioned to states by formula.  Illustrative apportionments to states for the State Safety Oversight Program have 
also been identi!ed for FY 2013, and West Virginia’s apportionment is set at $209,007.
Alabama
Georgia
Kentucky
Maryland
Mississippi
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia
West Virginia
$4,990,000
$590,816
$1,760,472
$634,728
$253,492
$199,600
$1,447,100
$962,072
$4,778,424
$199,600
$1,107,780
$1,147,700
$1,888,216
25.00%
2.96%
8.82%
3.18%
1.27%
1.00%
7.25%
4.82%
23.94%
1.00%
5.55%
5.75%
9.46%
ADPTA State                                                   FY 2013 Funding                                      ADHS Apportionment Factors
1947
City Lines of West Virginia 
ceased operations in 1947, 
ending most interurban 
electric systems.
Pittsburgh and Weirton, WV Bus 
Company crash kills                  
11 people.
1951
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5337 STATE OF GOOD REPAIR PROGRAM
 Under MAP-21, the State of Good Repair formula funding program replaces the discretionary funding Section 5309 
Capital Investment Program.  This program funds projects toward the replacement and rehabilitation of !xed 
guideway systems to good repair.  This includes and is limited to rapid rail, commuter rail, light rail, hybrid rail, 
monorail, automated guideway, trolleybus (with overhead connector), aerial tramway, cable car, inclined plane, 
passenger ferries, and bus rapid transit.  Funds are apportioned to UZAs with !xed guideway systems that have 
been operating for seven years or more.  MAP-21 requires that 97.15 percent of the total funding apportionment be 
dedicated to UZAs with “High Intensity Fixed Guideway” systems, and the formula is based on previous funding 
levels, vehicle revenue miles, and total directional route miles.  The remaining 2.85 percent is dedicated for “High 
Intensity Motorbus” systems, and the formula is based upon vehicle revenue miles and directional route miles.  For 
the State of Good Repair Program, MAP-21 authorized $2.1 billion in FY 2013 and $2.2 billion in FY 2014.  In West 
Virginia, the Morgantown UZA was apportioned $959,307 in FY 2013 toward its Personal Rapid Transit System 
(FTA, 2013d).
5339 BUS AND FACILITIES FORMULA GRANTS
MAP-21 creates the Bus and Bus Facilities Formula Grants to replace the Bus and Bus Facilities discretionary funding 
program, which was also previously part of Section 5309 Capital Investment discretionary program.  This program 
funds projects which replace, rehabilitate, and purchase buses, related equipment and bus facilities.  Eligible 
recipients include States and Designated Recipients who operate !xed-route bus systems; eligible sub-recipients 
include public agencies or non-pro!t organizations who provide public transit targeted for population segments 
de!ned by age, disability or low income.
MAP-21 authorized $422 million in FY 2013 and $428 million in FY 2014 for Section 5339.  Each State receives 
$1,247,500 and each territory receives $499,000; the remainder of funds is distributed by formula to UZAs based on 
population, vehicle revenue miles, and passenger miles. In FY 2013, the Huntington, WV UZA was apportioned 
$233,395.  For small UZAs of population 50,000 to 199,999, the State of West Virginia was apportioned $674,483 
(FTA, 2013e).
WEST VIRGINIA STATE FUNDING
In West Virginia, public transportation is administered by the Division of Public Transit, a unit within the West Virginia 
Department of Transportation (WVDOT).  The Division of Public Transit was created under Chapter 17, Article 16C of 
the West Virginia State Code, and it is designated as the state agency responsible for receiving and administrating all 
federal and state programs related to public transportation (WVDOT, 2010).  The Governor of West Virginia has also 
designated WVDOT as the administrator and recipient of FTA funding programs.    West Virginia has a statutory 
provision for the formation of Urban Mass Transportation Systems, §88-27 of the West Virginia Code, which 
authorizes such systems to issue revenue bonds and receive public funding (WV Legislature, 2011).  
First Federal assistance for 
mass transit was provided.
1961
Tra#c congestion              
criteria was developed.
1962
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In !scal year 2011, West Virginia allocated $2.8 million toward public transportation, which translated to 
approximately $1.50 per capita (AASHTO, 2013). This money was funded through the state’s general revenues and 
was used only as a match for FTA grants.  Funding levels are determined by the Governor’s annual budget, passed by 
the state legislature who can increase or decrease the funding levels, and then signed into law by the Governor.  All 
state funding for public transportation is distributed on a discretionary basis; the state does not currently have any 
formula funding programs in place.
West Virginia state funding is divided into two programs to match up with FTA funding programs.  In FY 2011, $1.7 
million went toward Operating Assistance to Rural Transit as matching funds for FTA Section 5311.  The Division 
provides funds for operating assistance to only rural transit programs at a 50 percent state and 50 percent federal 
matching ratio when funds are available, and makes no distinction between operating and administrative expenses.  
Also in FY 2011, $1.1 million went toward Statewide Capital Discretionary as matching funds for FTA Section 5309 
grants.  Both urban and rural systems are eligible to receive these matching funds.  In a few cases, WVDOT has 
provided the entire local share.  Capital assistance is provided at a 20 percent state and 80 percent federal ratio.  
Because local matching funds are so scarce, the Division has provided most of the matching Section 5311 funds for 
both operating and capital assistance since 1980 (WVDOT, 2010). This includes funding for the Mountain Transit 
Authority (Fayette, Greenbrier, Nicholas and Webster Counties), the Potomac Valley Transit Authority (Grant, Hamp-
shire, Hardy, Mineral, and Grant Counties) and the Preston County Rural Transportation Program (Preston County) 
(WVDOT, 2010).  These dollars are assigned to areas of the state that do not have the local resources available to 
come up with local matching funds for FTA operating assistance.  Since FY 2000, Tri River Transit (Lincoln, Logan, 
Mingo and Boone Counties) and the Little Kanawha Bus (Calhoun, Jackson and Roane Counties) have received state 
funding as part of their FTA Section 5311 local match.   In FY 2002, Blue!eld Area Transit (Mercer and McDowell 
Counties) began receiving state assistance, and in FY 2006 Country Roads Transit (Randolph and Upshur Counties) 
was added (WVDOT, 2010).  Other systems receiving state transit assistance include Wayne X-Press (Wayne County) 
and Here and There Transit (Barbour County).  In addition to the state funding received for matching FTA funds, rural 
systems may also derive local matching funds from a variety of sources, including levies, county commissions, coal 
severance taxes, city governments, unrestricted federal funds and in-kind match (WVDOT, 2010).
Because state funding for public transportation is determined on a discretionary basis, WVDOT has identi!ed a set of 
criteria for determining the distribution of funds (WVDOT, 2010). The !rst priority is to continue funding to existing 
systems operating where demand for public transportation exists but local resources are limited or unavailable.   The 
second priority is to fund capital projects for existing systems.  This includes $eet replacement, expansion, and 
facilities construction or renovation.  The third priority is for new rural transportation systems.
Bullet train transportation    
was invented.
1964
Ninety percent of people 
travel by personal 
automobile.
1964
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MAP-21 expands the list of potential sources for local matching funds toward FTA funding programs.  In most cases, 
local matching funds of 20 percent for capital expenditures and 50 percent for operating assistance are required.  
The expanded list includes (FTA, 2012):
                  (other than the DOT)
                  service organization
Any amounts expended by providers of public transportation by vanpool for the acquisition of rolling stock to be 
used in the recipient’s service area, excluding any amounts the provider may have received in Federal, State or local 
government assistance for such acquisition, provided that the provider has a binding agreement with the public 
transportation agency to provide service in the relevant UZA.
Urban Mass Transit 
Administration is established.
1968
Wheeling Rapid Transit, Inc 
becomes employee owned. 
1968
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West Virginia is a rural state by most de nitions.  West Virginia has 18 transit systems: one transportation 
management system in Huntington, 6 small urban systems, and 11 rural systems, with Beckley working on a 
designated recipient.  Of the 55 counties in West Virginia, some form of public transportation is available in 33.  Table 
2 displays overall state operating statistics for West Virginia transit.  Over 7 million passengers utilized transit in 2012.  
Map 1 shows each transit route throughout the state.  As noted previously, each of these “systems” is separate and 
disparate, there is no central transit system in West Virginia. 
Table 5:  West Virginia Transit Operational Statistics (O'Connell, 2013)
In West Virginia, “[m]any of the rural areas are not served by any traditional transit service, or only have limited 
demand-response service.  Several crucial links are missing in the overall public transit network, including 
connections across state lines and between di erent transit services.  In addition, running delays occur on several of 
the xed route services, frequency on many routes is low and service on weekends is limited” (Baker, 2010).  Maps 
2-4 show seven regions of West Virginia and the transit routes within them.  Dense areas of transit include the cities 
of Charleston, Huntington, and Morgantown.  Other transit linkages are shown in the regions; however, the display 
can be misleading. The map shows all the transit routes taken, but does not show stops along those routes.  Many of 
the transit lines have only one or two stops within dozens of miles of each other.  As Baker suggests, the e cacy of 
these transit lines may also be questionable, as running frequency may be low and weekend service is not o ered. 
 Passengers                                                     7,058,697
 *Elderly                                                                       1,013,179
 *Individuals with Disabilities                                  321,513
 Vehicle Miles                                                    11,577,406
 
 Employees 
 *Full Time                                                     528
 *Part Time                                                    153
 
 Operating                                                    $40,108,555
 *Federal Funds                                                    $11,733,619 
 *State                                                                       $1,477,046 
 *Local                                                                       $20,937,079 
 *Farebox                                                                       $5,960,811 
1971
Ohio Valley Bus Service begins 
to fail.
1970
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WEST VIRGINIA DEMOGRAPHICS AND TRANSIT
As noted in the economic impact literature review, commuting to work is the major reason for the use of public 
transit.  West Virginia has areas of concentrated population and employment opportunities, which attract 
commuters into the area for employment and would necessitate a system of transit that would move people into 
areas of employment and out of the rural communities.  However, a look at Census statistics on modes of 
transportation used for commuting shows that even in areas with relatively high concentrations of transit, 
commuting by transit is a very low percentage.   
An analysis reveals that in the seven regions of West Virginia, commuting by transit is conducted almost exclusively 
in urban areas and the Eastern Panhandle, where commuters may ride the MARC trains to jobs in Washington, D.C. 
(See Appendix B for “Commuting to Work by Transportation Mode”).  West Virginia still sees a large dependence on 
automobiles in many counties because people cannot access transit.  This is a major concern in some of the poorer 
counties, where traveling by car to whatever work can be found may be economically infeasible.  Students in the 
cities with universities are also placed at a major disadvantage. 
Adding to these concerns is the number of households without a vehicle in West Virginia.  A large percentage of 
households without even one vehicle live in areas that also have no access to transit.  Maps 5-7 reveal this situation 
by region.  A short visual comparison of transit lines and percentage of households without a vehicle reveals two 
facts:  that areas with transit have a high percentage of households without a vehicle (mainly in the urban areas), but 
also that several extremely rural areas have large percentages of households without a vehicle.  While the rst fact is 
easy to explain, as most residents will choose transit rather than car ownership, the second fact presents a 
disturbing dilemma.  In these rural areas those without a car and access to transit are twice displaced.  They cannot 
get to the areas they need to go for work, education, or healthcare.  This is a serious concern when dealing with the 
rural poor, and contributes to the extreme hardship faced by many in rural areas.  Safe, e cient, and economical 
transit will be essential in assisting the rural poor out of poverty through access to employment, education, 
and healthcare.  
Another concern with transit is planning for population shifts.  People have been moving out of cities for decades, 
into suburban and rural areas.  This trend has been established across the nation, as cities have noticed distinct 
population decreases, while the areas surrounding them, sometimes as far as an hour away, have noticed increases 
in population.  However, transit lines and systems have not followed this pattern.  Instead, transit lines have been 
stuck in densely populated, though smaller, urban areas, decreasing the number of people being serviced by transit 
and decreasing revenue for transit companies.  One of the best ways for transit to adapt to this situation is to 
observe the population shifts that are occurring, and follow the population into the rural areas as much as is 
economically feasible.  Map 8 shows the projected population change of all West Virginia counties between 2010 
and 2030.   The major growth areas are mostly the rural areas of the Eastern Panhandle, Greenbrier, Putnam, and the 
areas around the Morgantown-Fairmont area.  Though many of these counties do have some form of transit, it is 
either on-demand or through-transit, without any designated stops.  Population change should be taken into 
account when creating plans for transit lines.
Kanawha Valley Regional 
Transit established.
1971 1971-1977
Multiple transit authorities are 
created such as the Kanawha 
Valley Regional 
Transportation Authority 
(KVRTA). 
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As an example, Map 9 displays zip code areas in and around the cities of Huntington and Fairmont.  As can be seen 
from these maps, the major inner city areas of both cities are steadily losing population.  But each of these areas tells 
a di erent story about transit.  In Huntington, net population loss has been in the thousands, while the areas around 
the city, including Barboursville and towns along the county lines, have grown by hundreds.  However, as can be 
seen from the map, almost all the transit stops are in the city limits of Huntington. They are not following to the zip 
code areas where people are moving.  In Fairmont, we see the city center losing population, and again the 
surrounding areas growing.   However, here a more positive occurrence is playing out.  Transit lines and stops are 
following the population, most notably to the suburbs and the northwest corner of the county.  This improves the 
prospects for transit in rural counties, and is necessary to attract and keep riders.  Some economic connections do 
exist between urban areas as well.  Cabell County is connected to Kanawha via a morning/evening route designed 
to transport state government workers.  The route makes one stop in Putnam County, but the rest of the county is 
not served by transit, preventing workers without a car or personal transportation from obtaining lucrative jobs in 
West Virginia’s two major cities.
LIVABILITY IN WEST VIRGINIA
The way people live is also an important piece in the transit system.  In West Virginia 48.4 percent of public 
transportation users are from owner-occupied housing units, with the remaining 51.6 percent renters.  Half of West 
Virginians do not own their own homes, and a large percentage of the other half most likely has high mortgage 
payments.   This consumes a great deal of a household budget.  Five percent of the users had no vehicle available 
with 1, 2, and 3 or more vehicles available making up 25.20, 46.10 and 31.70 percent of the sample.   This shows a 
high number of people who could be taking transit are instead relying on more vehicles, creating a burden on 
household budgets, increasing tra c, and increasing safety hazards.
5329 PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SAFETY PROGRAM 
The H+T Location A ordability Index shows that West Virginia residents spend a large portion of their income on 
transportation (Center for Neighborhood Technology 2013). It shows that even areas with public transit are 
considered ine cient and provide inadequate access to jobs and services. Overall, public transportation options in 
the state are poor or nonexistent. Further analysis shows that regions without public transportation are at a 
disadvantage to regions with similar household incomes that have public transportation options. For example, 
Raleigh County has very limited transit options and devotes 36.38 percent of their household income to 
transportation costs. However, households in Kanawha County spend an estimated 31.88 percent of their income on 
transportation. This is due in large part to the fact that Kanawha has an accessible public transit system extending 
from Charleston and throughout the county which makes it possible for the residents to pay less for access to their 
jobs and services. Transportation and housing costs as a percentage of income for each region and county are 
shown in Table 3 on the following page.
Central WV Transit        
Authority established.
1972
Fairmont-Marion County and 
Mid-Ohio Valley Transit 
begins.
1973
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Table 6:  Location A ordability Index for Select West Virginia Counties and Cities
Raleigh and Putnam Counties are the only urban areas not served by a transit agency. An investigation of these 
counties shows that it is not just the existing transit services that are important, but also the access to transit and the 
connectivity that transit provides. Raleigh County, being an urban area, pulls workers into Beckley from Fayette 
County, a county that does have transit.  Map 10 shows that xed transit services do enter Raleigh County, but end 
at the Crossroads Mall.  The route has very little impact from an economic development standpoint .  A person 
cannot get to the Mall until 10:20 am and must depart at 1:55 to get home.  A Fayette County resident cannot 
depend on transit to get to work.
 
Household Income Household Size Commuters Per 
Household
Transportation Costs
Marion County
Hancock County
Berkeley County
Fairmont, WV
Weirton, WV
Martinsburg, WV/Hagerstown, MD
Cabell County
Huntington, WV/Ashland, KY
Kanawha County
Charleston, WV
Mercer County
Blue eld, WV
Raleigh County
Beckley, WV 36.38%
35.67%
37.85%
31.88%
33.30%
40.10%
41.04%
36.38%
39.16%
39.16%
34.83%
33.32%
30.19%
29.39%
$35,209 2.38 0.99
$38,279 2.24 0.91
$51,116 2.49 1.15
$35,473 2.37 0.93
$41,483 2.34 0.95
$33,049 2.39  0.86
$38,023 2.31 0.87
OPEC embargoes oil 
shipments to the US.
1973
National Mass Transportation 
Assistance Act passed.
1974
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 Passengers                                                     7,058,697
 *Elderly                                                                       1,013,179
 *Individuals with Disabilities                                  321,513
 Vehicle Miles                                                    11,577,406
 
 Employees 
 *Full Time                                                     528
 *Part Time                                                    153
 
 Operating                                                    $40,108,555
 *Federal Funds                                                    $11,733,619 
 *State                                                                       $1,477,046 
 *Local                                                                       $20,937,079 
 *Farebox                                                                       $5,960,811 
WEST VIRGINIA DEMOGRAPHICS AND TRANSIT.
Could one assume there are economic connections between urban areas?  Does Kanawha County employ workers 
from Raleigh, Cabell and Putnam?  Does Cabell County do the same? There is one transit corridor connecting the 
route between Huntington and Charleston.  These questions warrant  further discussions about the extent to which 
transit provides a higher livability rating and contributes to the economic development of an area.
 
TRANSIT ACCESS IN WEST VIRGINIA
To answer the question “To what extent does transit provide access to jobs, education and health care in West 
Virginia?” an operational de!nition of “accessible” needed to be determined.  A rule of thumb used in many transit 
studies has been a bu"er zone of 400 meters, which is equivalent to a quarter-mile (Challuri, 2006; Foda and Osman, 
2010; Murray and Wu, 2003; O’Sullivan and Morrall, 1996).  
For each of the categories listed in Table 7 and Figure 1, RTI geo coded each establishment under each heading and 
analyzed the number of institutions that were not within a quarter-mile of a transit stop point.  The street addresses 
were derived from various sources (websites and existing GIS data bases).  The data was displayed with an overlay of 
the current transit routes.  The bu"er of 400 meters or quarter-mile was applied to the bus stop to determine if the 
site was or was not accessible by public transportation.  However, the transit routes are not currently digitized.  Fixed 
Route system bus stops were identi!ed from web sites and data obtained from individual transit agencies.  Some of 
these systems allow passengers to o%oad any time along the route, while others do not.  For this purpose, only 
identi!ed stops were geocoded using best available data.  Figures could change if and when transit route 
coordinates are collected.
   
Table 7:  Transit Inaccessibility for Select Economic Institutions
Facility
HealthCare
Hospitals 
Rural Health Facilities
Community Health Care Providers
Call Centers
Adult Basic Education Teachers
Career/Technical Centers
Community and Technical Colleges
WARN Notice Companies
Wal-Mart Supercenter
Workforce WV One Stops
Total
1520
78
60
150
37
224
74
22
43
35
22
Inaccessible
1032
31
46
120
15
178
56
10
31
16
9
Percentage Inaccessible
68%
40%
77%
80%
41%
79%
76%
45%
72%
46%
41%
Gateway Regional Transit 
Authority operates in 
Blue!eld, WV.
1975
Potomac Valley Transit 
Authority was founded.
1975
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Figure 1:  West Virginia Accessibility Chart
Using this data, it is particularly easy to see the di culties that someone without a vehicle may encounter.  A person 
without a vehicle lacks access to 79 percent of ABE facilities, 76 percent of Career and Technical Education centers, 
and 45 percent of West Virginia community and technical colleges if they also lack transit access (Map 11). This 
presents a major barrier to educational and earnings attainment that most people, especially the rural poor, simply 
cannot a ord.  E orts need to be taken to ensure that these essential economic drivers are accessible, and transit is 
part of the solution.
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The West Virginia Development O ce (WVDO) advised geo-coding Contact Centers/Data Centers/Processing 
Operations. The nature of call center work consists of numerous entry level and part time employment 
opportunities at a pay scale that is attractive, but not at a level where the person may be able to purchase a vehicle.  
These employees will be more inclined to use public transportation when available.  Map 12 shows the call centers 
in West Virginia by accessibility to transit.  Sixty percent of call centers are accessible by transit, 41 percent are not.  
Employees of companies on a transit route cannot use the service if they work weekends or a second or third shift.
With a focus on transit and economic development, it was necessary to track the relationship between layo s and 
transit.  The Worker Adjustment and Retraining Noti cation Act (WARN) protects workers, their families, and 
communities by requiring employers with 100 or more employees to provide noti cation 60 calendar days in 
advance of plant closings and mass layo s.  This study analyzes WARN notices led between December 2011 and 
September 2013 with the exclusion of coal mining facilities (the frequencies and rural locations of the mine 
noti cations could skew the data).  Map 13 shows locations where WARN Notices were led, and their access to 
transit.  Seventy-two percent of the companies that led WARN notices were not served by transit.  This is one of the 
clearer signs that lack of transit access by workers may a ect retention and productivity and therefore the viability 
of businesses.   
Map 14 reveals that when an employee is laid o , they may not be able to access Workforce WV One Stops to apply 
for other jobs, obtain retraining guidance or apply for quali ed bene ts such as Unemployment or Individual 
Training Account funds.  Forty-one percent of Workforce WV One Stops are inaccessible by transit, making it di cult 
for those who may have just received a WARN notice to access the resources they need to continue supporting their 
families.  This is an unnecessary burden on those that are already hurting.
Businesses want to be accessible by transit.  Further analysis of the location of businesses shows that of the 51,880 
businesses (which make 80 percent of total West Virginia businesses) located in counties with transit systems, 69 
percent are located within 400 meters, or a quarter-mile, of a transit route, making them accessible by transit. Transit 
systems contribute to economic development, speci cally along transit corridors, as they connect people with 
business /shopping centers and can establish business clusters near the route and particularly around station sites.  
While correlation does not equal causation, the data shows that in West Virginia, as with the nation, transit does 
have an e ect on business decisions and economic development.  
Healthcare facilities need to be accessible to both patients and workers.  In West Virginia, 68 percent of healthcare 
facilities are inaccessible by transit.  Even for those facilities that are accessible, many healthcare workers work long 
odd-hour shifts that do not match the schedules for transit lines.  Employees may have a harder time than patients 
in access to healthcare facilities due to their schedules, the lack of transit, and the lack of alternative options that 
some patients have. 
In a rural state such as West Virginia, many issues are in play when economic development is involved.  Though there 
are many transit lines, there is no interactive transit system, and the transit lines may lack weekend and evening 
hours that many employers require.   Many opportunities are limited in rural areas, where commuting is done almost 
exclusively by car, and transit lines are not even nearby.  As more people shift into rural areas, it is clear that more 
than a simple overview of transit lines will be needed to ensure adequate business investment, accessibility to 
education and healthcare, and clear paths to employment.
1976
First bus equipped for special 
paratransit services is put in 
service by the Mid-Ohio 
Valley Transit Authority.
Nick J. Rahall elected                  
to Congress.
1976
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The West Virginia transit professionals share a passion for their mission and goals but are unique in their respective 
locations, clients, funding, and personal background.  RTI attempted to interview and capture individual 
perspectives on current and future issues with funding and operations, workforce, stakeholder relationships, and 
technology.  Interviews were scheduled with each of the transit agencies, the ATU Local 1742 President/Business 
Agent, and the West Virginia Division of Public Transit Sta".   All participants were given the discussion points in 
advance.  The following is a summary of their remarks and do not necessarily re$ect consensus between them.  
FUNDING AND OPERATIONS
Transit operational decisions are based on funding and community needs.  Currently, funding is driven from the FTA 
down.  Federal audits never ask about service but focus on procedures and compliance.  The professionals believe 
this is backwards.  The agencies that serve an area know where people want to go, and should have a voice, if not 
the primary voice, in funding mandates.  The goal is to get people where they need to go, on a schedule that meets 
their needs.  Most of the transit agencies are struggling to maintain the status quo and !nd it is hard to plan because 
of the two-year funding limit.   
There is a need to develop a statewide funding system for transit systems.  The current system is supported by a 
patchwork of federal, state, county, and lottery funds.  These entities are often at odds with each other.  It also 
creates di#culties for transit agencies and companies to put together solid budgets and strategic plans for the 
future.  Managers also expressed that they struggled to meet match requirements for existing grants and funding 
mechanisms. If FTA funding were increased, West Virginia would not bene!t because the state cannot raise the 
match.  Fare box revenues do not count as match.  The common answer of “just raise the rates” for de!cient budgets 
does not help promote the long-term advantages of using transit.  Given these issues, operational decisions are 
entirely dependent on future funding mechanisms.
Maintaining current levels of service is the !rst priority.  Most of the managers have plans to expand given additional 
funding, but have found themselves diverting or changing existing routes to serve a new demand.  For example, in 
order to provide transit access to the Mountwest Community and Technical College in Huntington, a shuttle route in 
downtown Huntington had to be closed.  
Safety and asset management will increase the burden on the state and local management.  Responsibilities have 
increased with no additional means to fund sta".  West Virginia Public Transit has now been given the responsibility 
of oversight of the West Virginia University Personal Rapid Transit system.  Larger properties do not qualify for “State 
of Good Repair” funds. A lack of these funds will result in higher maintenance costs which will increase the operating 
budget because more mechanics will need to be hired to service vehicles.  One manager stated, “If a property has 55 
buses it will take 50 years to replace them on a rotating basis.”  All three of these are USDOT priorities that are 
unfunded burdens to state departments.
Eastern Panhandle            
Transit begins.
1976
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The managers support a transit system that would provide an easy route between major towns and rural areas.  No 
seamless connections exist between transit systems.  For example, while one can travel between Clarksburg and 
Pittsburgh using a bus, it would not be one bus but several, with varying stop locations and schedules that may not 
sync.  Transit managers were very speci!c in the seamless transit connections they would like to see developed as 
“Transit Corridors”, speci!cally:
Not all people need to travel between traditional business hours.  As mentioned in previous sections, 24/7 
processing plants, health care, and retail establishments operate beyond9:00-5:00.  Managers support increasing 
hours and destinations to serve employees who work alternative shifts.  One manager stated she would like to have 
one very early route to get racetrack workers to the track in the predawn hours for safety reasons.  Most of the 
workers bike or walk to the track in the middle of a dark highway, creating hazards not just for themselves but for 
drivers on the highway as well. 
How much “public” will be in “public transit” in the future?  Subsidized contracts with employers and trips for 
non-emergency medical treatment (NEMT) can return up to $.45 on the dollar.  Will transit shift from a public, !xed 
route system to more of a curb to curb service? Managers predict there will be more curb to curb service and more 
operational contracts with employers and agencies.  
Brokerage will be an issue.  Brokers are intermediaries whose purpose is to match people who need transit with 
transit companies who need passengers.  Though there are clear demand bene!ts, including just-in-time transit and 
improved access, supply constraints are a major issue.  Brokers add an extra layer of negotiation to an already 
complicated supply chain, and funding remains an issue even if demand for transit increased.  Transit managers are 
divided and uncertain as to whether brokerage is a bene!t or a barrier.  No one knows how it would a"ect the 
current lines or how it could be structured to make the most e#cient use of funding and get people where they 
need to go.  They are uncertain if a broker would be mandated to use public transit before other vendors and utilize 
the existing infrastructure in place that supports non-emergency medical transportation.  
Coordinating Councils must be more e"ective in the future.  Legislation should mandate cooperation between 
agencies that receive federal funding.  Currently, multiple agencies provide busses that are utilizing the same routes, 
sometimes at the same time.  One interviewee expressed that, “Any attempt to press the issue results in cries to their 
constituents, ‘They are trying to take away your vans!’ How can you tear down walls and silos and help agencies 
realize that transportation dollars saved could result in more money to pay for their core services?”
Fairmont-Marion begins 
service into Morgantown, 
WV. 
19791978
Highest average cost of diesel 
fuel is $4.84 on July 17 due to 
the 1979 energy crisis.
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A major !nding of both the literature review and the interviews was the need to focus on Transit Oriented 
Development (TOD).  Economic and community developers must consider transit as an economic development 
strategy for jobs, education, and healthcare.  Services provided by non-pro!ts and governments need to consider 
transit issues as well, as most of their services are geared towards the very same group that bene!ts most from 
transit.  For example, many human services agencies are located in isolated suburban areas.  The land price may be 
cheaper, but if clients cannot access the facility, the project does not add value to a community.  Planners should 
review transit access as part of the approval process. 
 
The ideal future of transit in West Virginia would include Fare Free transit, transit in every county in the state, 
increased connectivity between regions, and more employer involvement as partners in public transportation.
TRANSIT WORKFORCE
Transit systems in West Virginia employ an older workforce who are loyal and passionate about their work. Because 
of the age of the employees, transit operations in the future are going to struggle with workforce issues on federal, 
state, and local levels.  Most properties rely on retired, part time drivers who love the work and enjoy the $exibility.  
Many retire from the transit agency and are recycled back into the workforce.  The absence of bene!ts is not an issue 
because they have other sources based on past  employment.  One manager reported having an employee who is 
over 75 years of age.  According to the manager, “My drivers don’t quit, they just get sick.” Annual physicals are now 
required and soon, ‘!tness for duty” will become an issue.
Eventually the older population will no longer be available resulting in a greater number of un!lled job openings.  
Recruitment and retention of a skilled workforce will be increasingly more di#cult as time goes by.  Attracting new, 
younger drivers in the future will be a problem because of low wages and lack of health insurance bene!ts.  The gas 
industry boom in West Virginia has created more opportunities for someone with a Commercial Driver’s License 
(CDL) and diesel mechanics.  The drug screen requirement will continue to increase operational costs.  A large 
contingent of applicants fails drug testing or never come back when they are scheduled for testing.  In some areas of 
the state the agency will incur $1,000 in drug screening costs to hire one applicant. Adding to these operational 
issues are MAP 21 changes that focus on safety and asset management.   These changes will require the addition of 
administrative personnel to handle the federal reporting requirements, adding more costs.
At the moment, the retirement wave of full time mechanics and drivers in West Virginia seems to have passed.  The 
looming issue is the pending retirement of state and system managers.  On the local level, managers, !nancial sta", 
and dispatchers are closer to retirement than not and most agencies bemoan the fact there are few people in line to 
take over, and a supply of quali!ed transit managers are not graduating from any local programs because there are 
no local transit training programs.  On the Federal level, West Virginia’s regional o#ce has su"ered a large retirement 
wave and now is sta"ed with supervisors who are spread too thin and are inexperienced in FTA funding and 
disbursement.   The implementation of MAP 21 is time consuming because of inconsistent and/or contradictory 
mandates from the FTA, and often seems fruitless.  The o#ce is more focused on procedures than transporting 
people.  The West Virginia Division of Public Transit is facing the retirement of the Director.  Property managers 
project a loss of continuity, vision, and funding if and when the state director retires.  Many fear she will not be 
replaced by a transit professional but by a political appointee.  These concerns are signi!cant as without a dedicated 
and integrated workforce, transit cannot exist.
1980
Preston County, WV Senior 
Citizens, Inc. gains control of 
Buckwheat Express from 
the Preston County 
Commission.
Cabell County, WV passes     
!rst levy to !nance        
transit services.
1982
Easy Rider purchases an 
operations building with 
Federal Capital Grant. 
1985
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The West Virginia Division of Public Transit requested data on salaries from contiguous states.   This is important as 
salaries and bene!ts attract the best workers to a particular area.  Interviews revealed that transit agencies often pay 
minimum wage to workers and o"er less than 50 percent bene!ts.  The personnel directors from Kentucky, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia were contacted; given a list and brief description of positions in the 
department; and they were asked to provide salary information on comparable positions within their agency.  The 
request asked that data be limited to bus transit and to exclude rail and ferry if possible.  Agencies are organized 
di"erently and they may or may not have similar positions, and positions may be titled the same, but perform 
di"erent duties.  Some salaries were reported in ranges and some in averages.  None were reported as actual by 
name. The WV Division of Personnel, Schedule of Salary maximum pay grade amount was used for each job 
classi!cation within the Division of Public Transit. This pay schedule was e"ective as of February 1, 2009. These 
amounts do not represent actual salaries of the employees of the Division of Public Transit. Raw data may be found 
in Appendix B.  The data is not an absolute comparison but is bene!cial to compare West Virginia to other states.  
Figure 2 illustrates West Virginia salaries are most comparable to Kentucky, with the greatest variation appearing in 
the salary levels of the Directors.
Figure 2:  Salaries of Transit Program Administrators in West Virginia and Surrounding States
 Potomac Valley Transit 
Authority headquaters 
$ooded.
1985 1989
The Weirton Transit 
Corporation is established 
by the City of Weirton     
in WV.
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Training and development of existing sta" is di#cult for several reasons.  Agencies are understa"ed.  Sending 
someone to training means someone is not on the job.  No agency reported having surplus sta".  Training requires 
travel, and West Virginia geography can force the trainee to spend as many hours en route as at the class itself.  
Sessions are usually scheduled on a one-time basis, leaving little $exibility to send part of the sta" one day and the 
remaining sta" the second day. Customer service and technology training will increase in importance as new 
technologies arise and the groups being serviced by transit changes.  As the employees’ technology literacy levels 
rise, on line training will become more of an option for the properties.  Customer service training can be done 
anywhere at almost anytime.  A clear priority list of necessary training and workforce characteristics needs to be 
evaluated to ensure a reliable and proper workforce.
STAKEHOLDERS
Transit stakeholders, both formal and informal, impact the operation and service, no matter how urban or rural, 
large or small.  Formal relationships exist between the agency and the funding entities.  Most of the relationships are 
in the form of a Board of Directors though some agencies have members from the community.  A majority reported 
excellent to good relationships with formal stakeholders and also discussed how those positive relationships could 
be improved. 
Formal training for board members and local elected o#cials was recommended.  Some board members do not 
have the background, or buy into the mission, vision, purpose, and possibilities of transit.  Formal training could help 
local transit agencies to improve service and ridership in the future.  
Some agencies build their operating budget on contracted services.  One manager asked a poignant question, 
“Where is the Public in Public Transit?”  The question is very relevant since transit properties are trending towards 
establishing formal, contractual relations with outside agencies.  Currently, West Virginia transit lines have contracts 
with employers such as Pilgrim’s Pride, Ifocision, the FBI, and  Rubbermaid.  Wayne Express contracts with Wayne 
County schools to travel where large school busses cannot go and contract to provide alternative school 
transportation.  Several of the agencies provide transportation of special needs adults to day facilities. Fairmont 
State University and West Virginia University have contractual relationships with Fairmont-Marion County Transit 
and Mountain Lines.  Several other agencies are attempting to establish more formal arrangements.  Currently, the 
higher education institutions want service provided as a matter of public service.  The agencies see the need but 
face dilemmas in funding, administrative, and zero-sum concerns.  When a request from a community college or 
university comes in to request expanded service, it means service needs to be cut in another part of the region.
Informal stakeholders are very important to transit managers.  They use these relationships to make decisions about 
service and obtain support for levy votes, competitive grants, and matching funds.  These informal stakeholders do 
not provide and do not direct !nancial support, but rely on transit to support their operations.  The most frequently 
mentioned informal stakeholders include employers, public and higher education, health care providers, merchants, 
and senior citizen service providers. 
WV Division of Public Transit 
established and Federal Transit 
Administration established.   
Susan O'Connell hired as 
Director.
1991
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The managers support a transit system that would provide an easy route between major towns and rural areas.  No 
seamless connections exist between transit systems.  For example, while one can travel between Clarksburg and 
Pittsburgh using a bus, it would not be one bus but several, with varying stop locations and schedules that may not 
sync.  Transit managers were very speci!c in the seamless transit connections they would like to see developed as 
“Transit Corridors”, speci!cally:
Not all people need to travel between traditional business hours.  As mentioned in previous sections, 24/7 
processing plants, health care, and retail establishments operate beyond9:00-5:00.  Managers support increasing 
hours and destinations to serve employees who work alternative shifts.  One manager stated she would like to have 
one very early route to get racetrack workers to the track in the predawn hours for safety reasons.  Most of the 
workers bike or walk to the track in the middle of a dark highway, creating hazards not just for themselves but for 
drivers on the highway as well. 
How much “public” will be in “public transit” in the future?  Subsidized contracts with employers and trips for 
non-emergency medical treatment (NEMT) can return up to $.45 on the dollar.  Will transit shift from a public, !xed 
route system to more of a curb to curb service? Managers predict there will be more curb to curb service and more 
operational contracts with employers and agencies.  
Brokerage will be an issue.  Brokers are intermediaries whose purpose is to match people who need transit with 
transit companies who need passengers.  Though there are clear demand bene!ts, including just-in-time transit and 
improved access, supply constraints are a major issue.  Brokers add an extra layer of negotiation to an already 
complicated supply chain, and funding remains an issue even if demand for transit increased.  Transit managers are 
divided and uncertain as to whether brokerage is a bene!t or a barrier.  No one knows how it would a"ect the 
current lines or how it could be structured to make the most e#cient use of funding and get people where they 
need to go.  They are uncertain if a broker would be mandated to use public transit before other vendors and utilize 
the existing infrastructure in place that supports non-emergency medical transportation.  
Coordinating Councils must be more e"ective in the future.  Legislation should mandate cooperation between 
agencies that receive federal funding.  Currently, multiple agencies provide busses that are utilizing the same routes, 
sometimes at the same time.  One interviewee expressed that, “Any attempt to press the issue results in cries to their 
constituents, ‘They are trying to take away your vans!’ How can you tear down walls and silos and help agencies 
realize that transportation dollars saved could result in more money to pay for their core services?”
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Transit managers have a desire to initiate or improve relationships with economic and community development 
agencies, Chambers of Commerce, tourism agencies, public and higher education, and other agencies that need 
transportation providers.  They believe they should be at the table as a partner.  They described anecdotal incidents 
when they were not part of the discussion, but should have been:
TECHNOLOGY
Transit managers lack the resources, sta", capacity, and infrastructure to deploy technology that is available today, 
much less pilot and experiment with emerging technologies.  West Virginia’s technological infrastructure is weak.  
The weakness impacts all of the sectors in the state, not just transit.  The interviews revealed that many transit lines 
are limited by the lack of broadband, lack of cell phone coverage, problems associated with the blackout zone 
surrounding the Greenbank National Radio Astronomy Observatory, and radio systems with spotty coverage and/or 
lacking interoperability standards.  When asked about their technology wish list and realistic Intelligent 
Transportation (IT) goals for the next !ve years their responses were very similar across the state, taking into 
consideration the barriers described above.
Basic Technology There is a need to provide some agencies with basic technology assistance such as new 
computers, o#ce networks, and radios, as well as training on basic software packages for data base management, 
word processing, and spreadsheets. The state is interested in having on line grant application capabilities but IT 
support at the state level has been a problem because of changes in personnel due to turnover.
Dispatch Software There is a need for dispatch software and training on the software.  Several agencies still use 
paper to schedule appointed pickups.  On line scheduling would also improve scheduling practice.  PC TRANS 
software was speci!cally cited.  On line scheduling dispatch software would be particularly valuable in the 
coordination of services.  However the time and e"ort it takes to get cooperating agencies together,  explaining the 
concept, and soliciting buy in is extensive and has broken down in the past due to lack of leadership and 
commitment.  A champion may be necessary to achieve this particular goal.
Diagnostic Equipment Changes in diagnostic hardware and software makes it di#cult for mechanics to stay current.  
The workers need training on how to use the hardware and software.  There are a few properties that do not 
maintain their own maintenance and bus storage facilities.
Blue!eld, WV Area Transit 
becomes part of city 
government.
1991 1996
Mountain Line Transit 
Authority established in 
Morgantown, WV.
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Social Media Managers would like to increase their use of social media services such as Facebookand Twitter.  The 
agencies are shorthanded and do not have the sta", expertise, or resources to deploy and evaluate social media’s 
e"ectiveness as a marketing and promotion tool.
Vehicles The larger properties are interested in deploying green vehicles, hybrids, electrical vehicles powered by 
solar panels, and other alternative vehicle technologies.  Critical infrastructure needs to be in place.  Green bus 
washes have been installed using automated systems to wash and rinse a bus and reclaim and recycle water, 
mitigating damage to local aquatic systems.  
Where is My Bus? Technology Managers discussed stand alone and integrated technologies in response to their wish 
lists and goals.  Essentially, managers want the consumer to be able to access information in order to plan or 
monitor his or her schedule. If nothing else the integrated technology would save dispatchers hundreds of calls a 
day from people wanting to know the location of the bus.  Before cell phones, few people would spend a quarter to 
call the transit authority to inquire about the location of their bus and when it would arrive at their stop.  Today, the 
dispatch telephone number can be put on speed dials. 
To this end, Global Positions Systems (GPS), smart phones applications and web page designs can be integrated to 
help the agencies get people where they need to go.  Below is a summary of issues and concerns:
GPS Not everyone wants GPS on buses.  Some board members do not support the technology because they see it as 
“Big Brother” and a violation of privacy. Most do favor use of the technology and aside from connectivity issues, they 
!nd it too expensive to maintain. Many agencies use ZONAR but are limited to Electronic Vehicle Inspection Report 
(EVIR) application.  The GPS option is too expensive.
  
Web Design The general public is becoming savvier and more internet dependent. Static web pages no longer serve 
the needs of the consumer.  Managers expressed a desire to have pages that meet those needs.  Most do not have 
the sta" or capacity to develop and or maintain web sites, however. Some contract with a third party to maintain 
static web pages, but these services can also be expensive.  Several applications on the website would be 
extraordinarily helpful in satisfying supply and demand concerns, including:
                  allow for transportation along Transit Corridors
Applications Managers hold varied opinions on whether Apps should be designed for smart phones or simpler cell 
phones.  Geo-locating text notices to cell phones would be a simple solution to the “Where is my bus?” question, and 
would also apply to cell phones that are more a"ordable.  All economic groups are using Apps more and more to 
identify their current locations and the locations of others.  Smart phone Apps may be perceived also be perceived 
as more user friendly.  
1998
Mountain Line Transit 
Authority installs bicycle 
racks on buses.
1998
Wayne X-Press established in 
Wayne County, WV.
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Transit professionals need strategies that combine funding, workforce, and technological concerns.  The future of 
transit will not occur in a static world, but a constantly evolving world, one in which transit managers feel they are 
chasing with no hope of either catching up or getting ahead.  Funding is the primary source of stress, and the 
recommendations will be very concerned with funding concerns.  However, many of these issues interact with each 
other, and the key to the future will be noting those interactions, bringing transit professionals to the table in 
strategizing, and incorporate a transit oriented approach to the development of the West Virginia economy.
STAKEHOLDERS’ PERSPECTIVES
The literature review identi!ed the major stakeholders related to a public transportation system, speci!cally toward 
the goal of economic development.  The research questions related to stakeholders included:
 1.  To what extent are private employers investing in or willing to invest in public transit to help in recruiting 
                    and retention of workers?
 2.  How do post-secondary students perceive public transit and their access to education?
 3.  How do employers perceive the role of transit?
 4.  How do health care centers perceive the role of public transit in providing access for clients
                     and employees?
On line surveys were developed, submitted and approved by Marshall University’s Institutional Research Board.  
Surveys were distributed through the project steering committee members, West Virginia agencies including the 
Development O#ce, Dept. of Education and the Community and Technical College system.  Two student workers 
were hired to recruit community college students to take the survey.  Mountwest and Blue Ridge were selected 
because both of the institutions had just relocated to new buildings.  The survey questions and response may be 
found in Appendix B.  Respondents were asked about issues related to getting to work including availability of 
transit, the times of day in which they may have problems getting to or from school and work and the likelihood 
they would use public transit in the future to get to school or to work.  
EMPLOYER’S PERSPECTIVE
The review of the literature featured examples of employers willing to invest in a transit infrastructure to support 
their organizations throughout the United States.  When asked for referrals for one on one interviews, the West 
Virginia transit managers referred speci!c employers with whom they had both formal and informal relationships.  
Relationships described included ones in which:
                  Potomac Valley Transit Authority (PVTA).  PVTA operates routes from Keyser, WV and Cumberland, MD, to 
                  transport workers.  The cost is passed onto participating employees but the company absorbs the cost of 
                  empty seats.
  
                  needs of both.  PVTA and Newell/Rubbermaid work together to schedule !xed route, public service that 
                  meets the need of the production schedules.
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The West Virginia Division of Public Transit requested data on salaries from contiguous states.   This is important as 
salaries and bene!ts attract the best workers to a particular area.  Interviews revealed that transit agencies often pay 
minimum wage to workers and o"er less than 50 percent bene!ts.  The personnel directors from Kentucky, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia were contacted; given a list and brief description of positions in the 
department; and they were asked to provide salary information on comparable positions within their agency.  The 
request asked that data be limited to bus transit and to exclude rail and ferry if possible.  Agencies are organized 
di"erently and they may or may not have similar positions, and positions may be titled the same, but perform 
di"erent duties.  Some salaries were reported in ranges and some in averages.  None were reported as actual by 
name. The WV Division of Personnel, Schedule of Salary maximum pay grade amount was used for each job 
classi!cation within the Division of Public Transit. This pay schedule was e"ective as of February 1, 2009. These 
amounts do not represent actual salaries of the employees of the Division of Public Transit. Raw data may be found 
in Appendix B.  The data is not an absolute comparison but is bene!cial to compare West Virginia to other states.  
Figure 2 illustrates West Virginia salaries are most comparable to Kentucky, with the greatest variation appearing in 
the salary levels of the Directors.
Figure 2:  Salaries of Transit Program Administrators in West Virginia and Surrounding States
Blue!eld and Princeton, WV 
became linked by transit 
service.
1999Little Kanawha Transit 
Authority, under the moniker
"Little Kanawha Bus" is 
established to serve Calhoun, 
Jackson, and Roane 
counties in WV. 
1999
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                  transportation system to help with recruitment of new workers and to improve attendance and  
                  productivity.  They operated a “Housekeeping Express” from Marlinton, WV to the resort as well as 
                  providing transportation shuttles for employees from the bottom of the mountain to the top of the resort.  
                   The Housekeeping Express was discontinued due to decreased usage.  The shuttle is available but many 
                  employees do not take advantage of the service.  
Members of the steering committee suggested interviews with speci!c call/data centers with multiple locations in 
West Virginia as well as new and expanding companies in the state.  The following employers were contacted for an 
interview to discuss their perspectives on the value of transit services to their organization. ( * indicates those 
employers who responded).  A summary of their perspectives follows.  
The employers’ perception of the value of transit services is the extent to which it assists in recruiting, retention, and 
attendance.  The service helps o"set the cost of workers commuting from long distances and it expands the radius 
from which employers can attract workers.  
Transit schedules do not correspond with operations.  Manufacturers, medical facilities, tourism destinations, and 
retail sectors do not operate on a Monday-Friday, 9-5 schedule.  One employer stated that transit can only serve 
their workers six months out of the year because all employees rotate from day to night shift every six months.  
Transit only serves the day shift.  Service industries such as call centers are customer based.  If an employee is talking 
with a client, they cannot disconnect just because it is quitting time, and the bus does not wait.  Weekend transit 
service is almost nonexistent so it eliminates transit as an option for many employees in health care, retail, and 
tourism.  
2000s
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The “I drive” culture also impacts transit usage.  There is a perception of inconvenience on the transit system.  To 
access employee transit, passengers may have to leave home a little earlier and arrive home later than they would if 
they drove their own cars.  Given a choice between driving a personal vehicle or using public transit, West Virginians 
will opt to drive if they have access to their own or another’s personal vehicle.  Employers believe this is a major 
impediment to utilizing transit lines e"ectively.
The regions of the state with no transit have obvious obstacles, but the areas served by transit still have issues.  
Many employees live outside of areas where transit lines run, so even if transit is available in a county, people have 
no access to the transit lines. Spencer, WV is served by Mountain Transit Authority and eight of the ten largest 
employers of the county are located in Spencer, but for employees living outside of the area, the transit system is of 
no value.   If they have personal transportation to a transit stop, they will proceed to their employer’s location rather 
than engage transit services.  
Personnel departments coordinate transit services for their employees.  None of the employers participated in an 
the program.  
 
Tri-River Transit and Here      
and There Transit are 
established.
2000 2001
The Potomac Valley Transit 
Authority launches 
non-emergency medical 
transportation.
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Employees of select West Virginia-based businesses were given the opportunity to respond to a survey regarding 
transportation to work. Of the 224 respondents, 131 individuals (58 percent) felt that transportation to work was 
limited due to where they live. The majority of the respondents (81 percent) rely on personal car/vehicle for 
transportation, with twelve, three, and two percent using family/friends vehicles, van/carpooling or bicycle/walking 
respectively. Only four respondents (two percent) use public transportation. Transportation becomes problematic 
for most respondents (18 percent) when getting to work between 7:30 AM to 8:30 AM or when going to medical 
appointments, dentist, or doctor visits (18 percent). 
Further analysis and disaggregation was completed on the survey results as shown in Table 8. Ninety-four percent of 
respondents that are not limited by transportation rely on their personal car for transportation, while 63 percent of 
those that have limited transportation options use their own personal vehicle. The remaining respondents use their 
friends or family vehicles, car,  or van pool, but very few (4 percent) use public transportation. 
Table 8:  Employee Transit Survey Results
HEALTH CARE
In the health care !eld, reliable transportation is a problem for the employees as 73 percent of health care employers 
reported that their employees do have a problem getting to work. With such a high percentage of transportation 
problems, public transportation options are lacking. Most of the employers do not provide subsidies or any 
transportation options for their employees and only 33 percent support the use of van pools and car pools. The 
willingness to support public transit for employees varies and is dependent on the availability of public 
transportation in the area. Overall public health facilities were supportive of public transit even though the majority 
do not have transit options available in their area. Very few employers are willing to provide vehicles to transport 
workers (approximately 34 percent). Eighteen percent would consider a contractual agreement with a taxi service 
and 25 percent agreed that they would consider having a contractual arrangement with a transit agency to provide 
Transportation Fringe Bene!t Program. Eighty-three percent of employers agreed that more of their employees 
would use public transportation if it were available from the employees’ homes and 58 percent felt that if schedules 
matched the work schedules their employees would utilize busses for their transportation needs. As for their 
patients, 42 percent of health care facilities felt that reliable transportation is a problem for their patients. 
Employees
How Do You Usually Get Places?
Bicycle/walking
Family/friends' vehicle
Personal car vehicle
Public Transportation
Van/car pooling
All Respondents %
2
12
81
2
3
Yes %
5
22
63
4
6
No %
0
5
94
0
1
Transportation Limited By Where You Live?
2002
Mountain Line contracts with 
West Virginia University to 
provide service.
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STUDENTS
Students at a variety of institutions were invited to participate in our survey regarding their transportation options 
and overall opinions on public transportation. The locations varied and out of 491 respondents, 89 percent (438 
individuals) were community & technical college students, while the remaining students were enrolled at a career 
center, adult education program or other educational institution. Half of the students surveyed felt that 
transportation to school was limited, while half did not. The majority of the students use a personal vehicle (65 
percent) or the vehicle of a friend or family (22 percent) for transportation. The need for transportation is particularly 
high for students getting to school between the hours of 7:30 AM and 5:00 PM, as a total of 41 percent claimed to 
have problems with transportation during these hours.
Transporting children to schools/daycare, medical appointments, visiting friends and family, attending events and 
holiday/weekend travel were issues for our respondents as well and 12, 19, 15, 17, and 17 percent of our 
respondents had issues with transportation for these events. 
The students were surveyed to determine the reasons they do not use public transportation/busses to get to school 
or would be willing to use. Approximately 31 percent (30.86) strongly agreed that they would use busses if they 
knew what was available. If there were bus routes to their schools, 34 percent (34.34%) of respondents strongly 
agreed that public transportation would be a viable option. Other concerns included the need for stops for other 
tasks, longer wait times for pickups and an unreliable bus arrival time.  Student survey results were disaggregated 
and analyzed for trends in responses. Forty-eight percent of students with limited transportation options use a 
personal car or vehicle for transportation, while 31 percent use a friend’s or family member’s vehicle. Surprisingly, 15 
percent of those with limited options rely more on public transportation than car, van pooling, or walking.  
Table 9:  Student Transit Survey Results
 
How Do You Usually Get Places?
Bicycle/walking
Family/friends' vehicle
Personal car vehicle
Public Transportation
Van/car pooling
All Respondents %
2
22
65
9
1
Yes %
3
31
48
15
2
No %
1
13
82
4
0
Students Transportation Limited By Where You Live?
2005
Mountain Line begins service 
to Pittsburgh, PA.
2005
TTA Pullman Square transfer 
bus center completed in 
Huntington, WV.
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ADULT EDUCATION ADMINISTRATORS/TEACHER SURVEY
Adult Basic Education (ABE) teachers and administrators were surveyed during their 2012 annual meeting.  The 79 
respondents were from 35 di"erent County Boards of Education and three represented the Community and 
Technical College System of West Virginia.  The purpose of the survey was to determine the extent with which 
transportation was an issue with their students and to determine the participation rate of students to public 
transportation.  The survey instrument may be found in Appendix B.
Eighty-six percent of the respondents indicated that transportation to their facility was an issue when asked “Is 
transportation to your facility an issue for your students/clients?”
When asked if their students received transportation assistance, 57 percent indicated they did, and the majority 
received that assistance from the West Virginia Department of Health and Human Services.  Most received cash 
assistance.  Other assistance methods included car repair assistance, bus passes, and insurance payments. 
 
The survey indicated there has been very little interaction between school administrators and public administrators.  
The survey did not ask respondents to identify themselves, so it is not possible to determine the availability of public 
transit within their service area.  When asked if they had met with representatives of public transit in the past 67 
percent indicated that they have not.  
Adults are permitted to ride school buses to and from school facilities.  The survey indicated a low response rate for 
those who do ride the bus, and also indicated this information is not communicated.  Several respondents wrote on 
their response sheet that “It is not allowed”.  Additional write in responses indicated that the public school schedules 
and ABE classes do not follow the same or compatible schedules.
The responses to “What is missing or needed to help get adults to and from ABE? “ o"ered insight into the many 
obstacles that adults face as they try to improve their educational level: 
 
                  who dropped out of school.  
                  area have no public transit. 
                  to take children to day care before classes and reimbursement only plays for travel to the school. 
2006
Country Roads Transit 
established.
2006
Assaulting an employee of an 
urban mass transportation 
system becomes a       
felony o"ense.
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FOUNDATION RECOMMENDATION
Establish a dedicated source of funding for transit which at a minimum would be at a level adequate to match all the 
funding available from the Federal Transit Administration.
West Virginia needs a dedicated, sustainable source of funds before any of the recommendations o"ered in this 
study could be implemented.  The dedicated funding would enable West Virginia to draw down federal matching 
funds currently unavailable and possibly provide a funding mechanism for the development and sustainability of 
transit corridors to connect major cities in the state.  During the course of this study, transit professionals discussed 
the possibility of legislative appropriations, a dedicated tax on rental cars, and access to unspent West Virginia Flex 
Funds, each of which would require further investigation.  
The subsequent recommendations are organized under the categories which have been used throughout this 
report: Operations, Workforce, Stakeholders, and Technology.  
OPERATIONS
 1. Establish plan to develop and operate transit corridors in the state to support economic development
    funding model for such systems.  Route service areas and schedules should also be determined to 
    connect people to employment.
 2.  Add additional Local Education Agency (LEA) bus service routes to Adult Basic Education, Adult  
                     Career and Technical Education and Community College facilities in areas not served by public transit
    improve.  Every county in West Virginia has equipment, drivers and the funding for such is allocated 
    by the West Virginia Public School Support Program.   An examination of the cost of adding 
    dedicated routes for Community College facilities, ABE and Career and Technical Centers using LEA 
    equipment and drivers is warranted.  
 3.  Establish a WEST VIRGINIA Student Fare Card
                                 access public transportation, should be designed and implemented.  Determine amount of student  
                                 fee to be assessed to each student to pay for transportation.  
 4.  Complete a study for either Raleigh or Putnam County from an economic development perspective
     slate from which they could design a new system that prioritizes access to education, employers 
       and health care in the design of schedules and routes and days of operation. 
2007
Pilgrim's Pride contracts with 
PVTA to provide service for 
employers.
2007
PVTA launches Dial-a-Ride.
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 5.  Undertake an in-depth analysis of population change/shift and the relationship to transit operations
    measures of migration to produce models of population change and transit ridership.  Published 
    studies and academic literature have endeavored to create models through regression analysis, but 
    the development of a model that incorporates the unique features of the state is recommended.  
    Once these estimations are produced, training on their application would also be necessary.  Data 
    and corresponding analysis would be valuable to establish priorities for transit corridors.
 6.  West Virginia Transit should partner with a professional organization such as the Society for Human 
      Resource Management (SHRM) and deliver a training session for employers on “Designating a  
      Transportation Coordinator”
    Fringe Bene!t Program, software tools, viability of work-centered van pooling, and information on 
    guaranteed ride home insurance. Transit Training Partnership funds could be used.
WORKFORCE
 1.  Pilot project between West Virginia Public Transit and WVDE
     West  Virginia County school systems or Local Education Agencies (LEA) employ both, with facilities  
     in every county.  Enlist the assistance of the WVDE Transportation Director and select a pilot site to 
     determine opportunities and barriers to cooperation.  Submit !ndings to appropriate
    legislative committees.
 2.  Establish Transit Professional Certi!cation
     transit professional’s certi!cation to include transit speci!c knowledge, but critical soft skills in 
    negotiation, legislative process, time management, etc.  Recommend the program be o"ered for  
     college credit under the Mountwest Community and Technical College Associate Degree 
       in Transportation.
STAKEHOLDERS
 1.  Educate elected o"cials
    should be developed and delivered. Training could be o"ered to newly elected Mayoral and County 
    Commissioners, West Virginia House and Senate members assigned to relevant committees 
    including Economic Development, Education, Finance, Health and Human Resources Seniors, and 
     Transportation.  An annual report “The State of Transportation in West Virginia” should be 
    developed and presented to business, government and elected o#cials on an annual basis.
2010
KRT Levy passes with 80%+ 
approval rate.
Mountaineer Station 
intermodal transportation 
center is built and becomes 
free for faculty, sta" and 
students at West Virginia 
University.
2009
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 2.  Campaign for West Virginia Congressional support
    uni!ed national transit policy, complete with attributed federal funds, is necessary to encourage 
     transit.  West Virginia’s congressional delegation should be lobbied to provide federal funds for the 
     essential service of transit coordination.
  
 3.  Develop a training session for realtors on “The Use the Housing and Transportation A#ordability 
       Index (H+T)”
     transportation costs in order to determine which areas have high transportation costs and would 
    be best served by additional or expanded transit routes. This e"ort would advance the concept of 
     Transit Oriented Development (TOD). 
 4.  Conduct a study on the impact of a Non-Emergency Medical Transportation  (NEMT) Brokerage  
       System on the Public Transportation’s and Emergency Medical Services’ infrastructure and workforce
     For Proposal issued in October 2013 contains language that would prioritize the use of transit !xed 
     routes but only 46% of heath care facilities are accessible by !xed route transit systems.  Most of 
     the growth of WEST VIRGINIA Public Transit has been the on-demand NEMT service especially in 
     rural areas.
TECHNOLOGY
 1. Digitize !xed routes
     updated in real time.  Data should be supported by Google Transit.
 2.  Partner with County LEA to support GPS and AVL technology
     partner with transit systems to share in the license, as was demonstrated by KRT and Kanawha 
     County Schools.  RTI recommends the WVDE enter into conversations with West Virginia Division of 
     Public Transit about future collaborations.  
 
2012
KRT has 2.5 million riders.
2011
Congressman Rahall becomes 
ranking member of the 
Committee on 
Transportation and 
Infrastructure.
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 3. Form a cooperative to host and service web sites for transit agencies
    Currently, smaller agencies are contracting with outside vendors.  The formation of a cooperative 
    between agencies would reduce the costs for the design and support of products and applications 
    for the bene!t of all.  The deliverables could include but are not limited to the following:
     to develop trip plans within and/or beyond their immediate area.  Standardized formats 
     would enable passengers to move from one system to another.
 4.  Conduct pilot project to optimize existing technology with University transit users
    to test the impact of keeping transit users up to date on schedules and locations. The pilot would 
    use a specially developed application and the users, known as “the crowd” could submit updates 
    and location data which are then owned and utilized by the Transit authority to update other users.  
 
  
2013
Rahall Transportation Institute 
releases "The Future of 
Transit in WV".
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Commuting to Work by Transportation Mode
Barbour County 6,259 79.6% 11.6% 0.00% 3.0% 1.1% 4.7% (X)
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Salary Raw Data
Position
Director
Grant Coordinator
Community Development Specialist
Administrative Manager, Sr.
Fiscal O!cer
Administrative Secretary
Transportation Analyst
WV
$77,220
$51,312
$54,396
$61,128
$61,128
$43,896
$48,396
KY
$91,860
$62,148
$56,496.00
$38,580.00
$46,692.00
MD
$123,624
$71,612.00
$71,612
$70,180.00
$77,278.00
$43,549.00
$58,745.00
OH
$87,750
$62,400
$62,400
$78,000
$58,500
$39,000
$62,400
PA
$111,000
$75,000
$67,443
$87,844
$75,000
$67,443
VA
$150,000
$75,000
$75,000
$93,000
$54,653.00
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The WV Division of personnel, Schedule of Salary maximum pay grade amount was 
used for each job classi"cation within the Division of Public Transit. This pay schedule 
was e!ective as of February 1, 2009. These amounts do not represent actual salaries of 
the employees of the Division of Public Transit. 
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Adult Education Administrators Survey
. 
1. Name, School, County:
2. Is transportation to your facility an issue for your students/clients?   1    2    3    4    5 
    Scale 1-5 with 1 = Not an issue, 5 Very much an issue. 
3. Do your students/clients receive transportation assistance?  Yes    No
4. If yes, please identify the program (s)  
5. If no, are you aware of any past programs in which transportation assistance was available? (specify)
6. Have you or administrators met with representatives of public transit (not school) in your area?  Yes   No
7. Do your adult students ride county school buses?  
     Yes   No
9. Please include any information on exemplary/best practices of which you are aware in the field of adult education 
     and transportation.We would like to include an overview of such projects in our study.  
10. What is missing or needed to help get adults to and from ABE?
Health Care Survey Overview
Health Care Survey Overview
The WV Division of personnel, Schedule of Salary maximum pay grade amount was 
used for each job classi"cation within the Division of Public Transit. This pay schedule 
was e!ective as of February 1, 2009. These amounts do not represent actual salaries of 
the employees of the Division of Public Transit. 
Health Care Survey Overview
Student Survey Overview
Student Survey Overview
Student Survey Overview
Acronyms and Glossary of Terms
AASHTO  American Association of State Highway Transportation O#cials
APTA  American Public Transit Association
ARC  Appalachian Regional Commission
CDL  Commercial Driver’s License
EPA  Environmental Protection Agency
EVIR  Electronic Vehicle Inspection Report 
FTA  Federal Transit Administration
GPS  Global Positioning System
IRS  Internal Revenue Service
JARC  Jobs and Reverse Commute program
ICT  Information and Communication Technology
ITS  Intelligent Transportation Systems
HUD  US Department of Housing and Urban Development
KRT  Kanawha Regional Transit 
MAP-21  Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21 Century
MPO  Metropolitan Planning Organization
MAST  Mobility Allowance Shuttle and Transit
RTAP  Rural Transit Assistance Program
RTI  Rahall Transportation Institute
SAFETEA-LU Safe, Accountable, Flexible, E#cient Transportation Equity Act:  A Legacy for Users
SSO  State Safety Oversight
TAM  Transit Asset Management
TIP  Transit Improvement Program
TOD  Transit Oriented Development
